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CONVENING ORDER



_SPECIAL COURT-MARTIAL ) 
) 

COMMANDER 

CONVENING ORDER NO. 1-21 
) 
) 
) 

COAST GUARD ATLANTIC AREA 
PORTSMOUTH, VA 

______________ ) Dated: JAi~ 0 8 2021 

COMMANDER 
COAST GUARD ATLANTIC AREA 

I. A special court-martial is hereby convened. It may try such persons as may properly 
be brought before it, and shall meet at Norfolk, Virginia, unless otherwise directed. 
Designation of this convening authority is Secretarial and pursuant to Article 23, 
UCMJ. 

2. The court-martial will be convened with the following members: 

Commander 
Commander
Lieutenant Commander
Lieutenant Commander
Lieutenant
Lieutenant 
Lieutenant
Chief Warrant Officer

3. In all cases in which the accused submits a request pursuant to Article 25(c)(2), 
UCMJ, the court-martial will be convened with the following members: 

Commander
Commander
Lieutenant Commander
Lieutenant Commander
Chief Machinery Technician
Chief Operations Specialist 
Chief Public Affairs Specialist
Machinery Technician Second Class

4. Should any officer in paragraph two (2) or in the officer portion of paragraph three 
(3) be properly excused prior to impanelment, that member will be replaced with an 
officer listed below, in the order listed: 

Lieutenant Commander
Lieutenant Commander
Commander 



Captain
Chief Warrant Officer
Captain
Chief Warrant Officer
Ensign
Lieutenant Commander
Lieutenant

5. Should any enlisted member in paragraph three (3) be properly excused prior 
to impanelment, that member will be replaced with an enlisted member below, 
in the order listed: 

Intelligence Specialist Pirst Class
Senior Chief Operations Specialist
Storekeeper First Class
Master Chief Operations Specialist
Maritime Law Enforcement Specialist First Class
Boatswain's Mate First Clas
Chief Culinary Specialist
Chief Yeoman
Chief Storekeeper
Chief Boatswain's Mate 

6. The use of alternate members is not authorized. 

S. 0 . Poulin 
Vice Admiral, U. S. Coast Guard 

Commander 
Coast Guard Atlantic Area 



CHARGE SHEET



CHARGE SHEET 

I. PERSONAL DAT A 
1. NAME OF ACCUSED (Last, First, Middle Initial) 2. EMPLID 3. GRADE OR RANK 14. PAY GRADE 

JAMES, Dylan C GM3 E-4 

5. UNIT OR ORGANIZATION 6. CURRENT SERVICE 
a. INITIAL DATE I b. TERM 

 20170131 4 Yrs 

7. PAY PER MONTH 8. NATURE OF RESTRAINT OF 9. DATE(S) IMPOSED 

a. BASIC b. SENFOREIGN DUTY c. TOTAL ACCUSED 

fr~~ { Co,..(.,r-vf'/1<,,._f- l2/-?/zo2( 
2., 1i,., 0 <:-nr;..~ 

$-2}13.58 $ 0.00 $ 2-;tt3:5~ -NeFte. -NIA-
11. CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS 

10. CHARGE: VIOLATION OF THE UCMJ, ARTICLE 134 

See Attached continuation page. 

Ill. PREFERRAL 
11a. NAME OF ACCUSER(Last, First, Middle Initial) b. GRADE I C. ORGANIZATIONOFACCUSER 

7 LT/0-3 SFLC (Norfolk) 

I e. DATE (YYYYMMDD) 

20210415 

~ l; Befoce me, the undecslgned, authocl,ed by law to admlnlste, oath In cases of this chacacte,, pecsooalty 
appeared the above named accuser this 15th day of April , 2021 , and signed the foregoing 

charges and specifications under oath that he/she is a person subject to the Uniform Code of Military Justice and that 
he/she either haspersonal knowledge of or has investigated the matters set forth therein and that the same are true to 
the best of his/her knowledge and belief. 

R. W. Canoy Legal Service Command 
Typed Name of Officer Organization of Officer 

LCDR/0-4 Commissioned Officer 
Grade Off1c1al Capacity to Admm,ster Oath 

(See R.C.M. 307(b)_ must be commissioned officer) 

tl~(us-a 

DD FORM 4 58, MAY 2000 PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE. 
Reset 



12. 

A,f'etl On 2tJ 2021 , the accused was informed of the charges against him/her and of the 

name(s) of the accuser(s) known to me(See R.C.M. 308(a)). (See R.C.M. 308 if notification cannot be made.) 

CG Atlantic Area (Lant 1) 
Typed Name of Immediate Commander Organization of Immediate Commander 

CAPTIO-6 
e 

tvft', 
Signature 

IV. RECEIPT BY SUMMARY COURT-MARTIAL CONVENING AUTHORITY 

13. 
The sworn charges were received at 1520 hours, IS "Ju,ve 2021 at USCG 

Oes1gnal1on of Command or 

Atlantic Area 
Officer Exercising Summary Court-Martial Jurisdiction (See R.C.M. 403) 

FORTHE ' 

Keith M. Smith Commander 
Typed Name of Officer Ol/1c1al Capacdy of Oll,cer Signing 

RADM 

/ 

S1gnalure 

V. REFERRAL; SERVICE OF CHARGES 
14a. DESIGNATION OF COMMAND OF CONVENING AUTHORITY b. PLACE c. DATE (YYYYMMDD) 

Coast Guard Atlantic Area Portsmouth , VA ZOZI 0/# 15 

Referred for trial to the General court-martial convened by Coast Guard Atlantic Area 

General Court- Martial Convening Order #1 -21 of 

08 January . 2021 , subject to the following instructions: 2 

none 

By of 

Command or Order 

K~i:tb M. Smith Commander 
Typed Name of Officer Official Capacity of Officer Signing 

RADM 

Signature 
15. 

On , I (caused to be) served a copy hereof on (each of) the above named accused. 

Typed Name of Trial Counsel Grade or Rank of Trial Counsel 

Siqnature 

FOOTNOTES: 1 - When an appropriate commander signs personally, inapplicable words are stricken. 
2 - See R. C.M. 601 {e) concerning instructions. If none, so state. 

DD FORM 458 (BACK), MAY 2000 Reset 



12 

On Af£/l 20 ' 2021 , the accused was informed of the charges against him/her and of the 

name(s) of the accuser(s) known to me (See R.C.M. 308(a)). (See R.C.M. 308 if notification cannot be made.) 

CG Atlantic Area (Lant 1) 
Typed Name of Immediate Commander Organization of Immediate Commander 

CAPT/0-6 

SignaturJ 

IV. RECEIPT BY SUMMARY COURT-MARTIAL CONVENING AUTHORITY 
13 

The sworn charges were received at I -52 0 hours, IS "Jijtv c 2021 at USCG 
u es1gna11on or Lommana or 

Atlantic Area 
Officer Exorcising Summary Court-Martial Jurisdiction (See R.C.M. 403) 

FOR THE ' 

' 
Keith M. Smith Commander 

Typed Name of Officer umc,a, i..:apac,w or umcer Signing 

RADM 

Signature 

V REFERRAL; SERVICE OF CHARGES 
14a . DESIGNATION OF COMMAND OF CONVENING AUTHORITY b. PLACE c. DATE (YYYYMMDD) 

Coast Guard Atlantic Area Portsmouth , VA zozt (¼, 1_5 

Referred for trial to the General court-martia l convened by Coast Guard Atlantic Area 

General Court- Martial Convening Order #1-21 of 

08 J anuary , 2021 , subject to the following instructions: 2 

none 

By of 

Command or Order 

Keitb M. Smith Commander 
Typed Name of Officer Official Capacity of Officer Signing 

RADM 

Signature 

15 

On 23 June 2021 , I (caused to be) served a copy hereof or (222h dl the above named accused. 

R.W. Canoy LCDR/O-4 
Typed Name of Trial Counsel Grade or Rank of Trial Counsel 

 Leo~ 
ature 

t/S~ 
FOOTNOTES: 1 - When an appropriate commander signs personally, inapplicable words are stricken. 

2 - See R.C.M. 601(e) concemina instructions. If none, so slate. 

DD FORM 458 (BACK), MAY 2000 Reset 



CONTINUATION SHEET 
DD FORM 458, BLOCK 10, ICO GUNNER'S MATE THIRD CLASS DYLAN JAMES 

CHARGE: VIOLATION OF THE UCMJ, ARTICLE 134 

SPECIFICATION 1 (Possession of Child Pornography): In that Gunner's Mate Third Class 
Dylan James,  did, on active duty, at or near Portsmouth, Virginia, on or 
about July 2020 knowingly and wrongfully possess child pornography, to wit: a one terabyte 

, containing digital pictures and videos of 
minors engaging in sexually explicit conduct, to wit: files entitled (1)

picture files of child pornography, and that said conduct was of a nature to bring discredit upon 
the armed forces. 

SPECIFICATION 2 (Possession of Child Pornography): In that Gunner's Mate ~ird Class 
Dylan James,  did, on active duty, at or near Portsmouth, Virginia, on or 
about July 2020 knowingly and wrongfully possess child pornography, to wit: a Samsung Galaxy 
Note 9 cellular phone containing digital pictures and videos of minors 
engaging in sexually explicit conduct, to wit: files entitled (1)

files of child pornography, and that said conduct was of a nature to bring discredit upon the 
anned forces. 

SPECIFICATION 3 (Possession of Child Pornography): In that Gunner's Mate Third Class 
Dylan James,  did, on active duty, at or near Portsmouth, Virginia, on or 
about June 2020 knowingly and wrongfully possess child pornography, to wit: an online 
Dropbox Account with user name  containing digital pictures and videos of minors 
engaging in sexually explicit conduct, to wit: files entitled (1)

PAGE 1 of2 



CONTINUATION SHEET 
DD FORM 458, BLOCK 10, ICO GUNNER'S MATE THIRD CLASS DYLAN JAMES 

and additional digital video and picture files of child pornography, and 
that said conduct was of a nature to bring discredit upon the armed forces. 

SPECIFICATION 4 (Distribution of Child Pornography): In that Gunner's Mate Third Class 
Dylan James,  did, on active duty, at or near Portsmouth, Virginia, on 
divers occasions from or about January 2018 until on or about July 2020 knowingly and 
wrongfully distribute child pornography, to wit: digital pictures and videos of minors engaging in 
sexually explicit conduct, and that said conduct was of a nature to bring discredit upon the armed 
forces. 

PAGE2of2 



TRIAL COURT MOTIONS & RESPONSES



UNITED ST A TES 

v. 

DYLAN C. JAMES 
GM3/ E-4 
U.S. COAST GUARD 

COAST GUARD TRIAL JUDICIARY 
EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 

MOTION 

DEFENSE MOTION FOR 
APPROPRIATE RELIEF 

(Bill of Particulars) 

18 AUG 21 

Pursuant to Rule for Courts-Martial [R.C.M.] 906(b)(6), as well as Amendment V to the 
U.S. Constitution, the Defense moves this cou11 to order the Government provide a Bi ll of 
Paiticulars as the acts alleged in Specification 4 of Charge I. 

BURDEN 

The Defense, as the moving party, bears the burden of persuasion and the burden of proof 
on any factual issue the resolution of which is necessary to decide the motion is by a 
preponderance of the evidence. R.C.M. 905(c). 

FACTS 

I. 1n Specification 4 of Charge 1, the Accused is charged with violating Article 134, Uniform 
U.C.M.J.. by .. knowingly and wrongfully distribut[ing] child pornography, to wit: digital pictures 
and videos of minors engaging in sexually explicit conduct. '' 

2. Specification 4 of Charge I alleges that the offenses occurred on divers occasions from on or 
about January 20 18 to on or about July 2020, at or near Portsmouth, Virginia. 

LAW 

a. Constitutional due process requires fair notice both that the alleged conduct is 
forbidden and the standard applicable to that conduct's criminality. 

·'Under the Due Process C lause of the Fifth Amendment, ·no one may be required at peril of 
life, liberty or property to speculate as to the meaning of penal statutes. All are entitled to be 
informed as to what the State commands or forbids."' United States v. Moore, 58 M.J. 466, 469 
(C.A.A. F. 2003) (quoting Lanzetta v. New Jersey, 306 U.S. 451, 453 ( 1939)); United States v. 
Warner, 73 M.J. I. 4 (C.A.A.F. 2013) (" It is well settled ... that a servicemember must have fair 
notice that an act is crimina l before being prosecuted. '') (citations omitted). 

Appellate Exhibit ✓ 
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The Clause thus demands both "fair notice that an act is forbidden and subj ect to crim ina l 
sanction," as well as ·•fair notice as to the standard applicable to the forbidden conduct.'· United 
States v. Vaughan, 58 M.J. 29, 3 1 (C.A.A.F. 2003) (internal quotations omitted). As the Navy
Marine Corps Cou11 puts it: ·'A fu ndamental feature o f due process law is that one· s guilt or 
innocence of a c riminal accusation be determined by objective, c learly understood standards of 
criminality." United States v. Peszynski, 40 M.J . 874,878 (N.M.C.M.R.) (citing Smith v 

Goguen, 415 U.S. 566 ( 1974)) 

Moreover. '·[t]he due process princ iple of fa ir notice mandates that an accused has a right to 
know what offense and unde r what legal theory he wi ll be convicted ." United States v. Tunstall, 
72 M.J. 19 1, 192 (C.A.A.F.20 13) (quoting United States v. Jones, 68 M.J. 465, 468 (C.A.A. F. 
2010) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted)). T he Due Process C lause '·'also does not 
permit convicting an accused of an offense with which he has not been charged. •·· Id. (quoting 
United States v. Girouard, 70 M.J. 5, IO (C.A.A.F.20 11 )). 

b. In trial bv court-martial, the Government commonly satisfies its notice burden 
through the requirement that a specification s tate an offense-to ensure informed 
defenses and to protect against double jeopardv. 

·'A specification is a pla in, concise, and de finite statement o f the essential facts constituting 
the offense charged." R.C.M. 307(c)(3). A specification " is sufficient if [it] first, contain[s] the 
elements of the offense charged and fa irly inform[s] a defendant of the charge against which he 
must defend, and, second, enable[s] him to plead an acquittal or conviction in bar of future 
prosecutions fo r the same offense." United States v. Fosler, 70 M.J. 225, 229 (C.A.A.F. 2011 ) 
(citations and internal quotations omitted); see also United States v. Sutton , 68 M.J. 455, 457 
(C.A.A.F. 20 IO); United States v. Crafter, 64 M.J. 209, 2 11 (C.A.A.F. 2006). 

This two-pronged analysis gives effect to the Pres ident' s Rule: ·'A specification is sufficient 
if it a lleges every element o f the charged offense express ly or by necessary implication." R.C.M. 
307(c)(3). And the suffic iency requirement itse lf "ensures that a defendant unders tands what he 
must defend against. •· Fosler, 70 M.J. at 229. " Indeed, ·[n]o principle o f procedural due process 
is more clearly established than .. . notice of the speci fic charge, and a chance to be heard in a 
tria l of the issues ra ised by that charge." · Id. (quoting Cole v. Arkansas, 333 U.S. 196, 20 1 
( 1948)); see also United States v. Ama::aki, 67 M. J. 666, 669-70 (A. Ct. C rim. App. 2009) 
(distinguishing between "failure to state an offense" as "concerned w ith pleading and double 
jeopardy," and ·'vo id for vagueness" as " based upon the Due Process C lause of the Fi fth 
Amendment'"). 

c. The Government may issue a bill of particulars to protect against surprise and 
enable clarity of pleadings. but not to cure a defective specification. 

The Rules for Cou1ts-Martial provide that, where necessary, a military judge may order a bi ll 
of pa1ticulars. R.C.M. 906(b)(6). As the Manual provides, a bill may be necessary 

to in form the accused of the nature of the charge w ith sufficient precision to enable 
the accused to prepare for trial, to avoid or minimize the danger of surprise at the 
time of trial, and to enable the accused to plead the acquittal or conviction in bar of 

Appellate Exhibit V 
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another prosecution for the same offense with the specification itself is too vague 
and indefinite for such purposes. 

Id., Discussion, Manual for Courts-Martial, United States (2019 ed.). But it is black letter law 
that "[a] bill of particulars cannot be used to repair a specification which is otherwise not legally 
sufficient." R.C.M. 906(b)(6), Discussion, Manual for Courts-Martial, United States (2019 ed.); 
see also United States v. Fosler, 70 M.J. 225, 231 (C.A.A.F. 2011) (citing Russell v. United 
States, 369 U.S. 749, 770 ( 1962). 

ARGUMENT 

A Bill of Particulars, cannot cure a legally insufficient charge. However, even where the 
elements are plead correctly in a specification, a Bill of Particulars may still be still necessary to 
provide the Accused an adequate opportunity to defend against the charge. A Bill of Particulars 
is required in this case by Specification 4 of Charge I fails to inform the Accused of the offense 
charged with sufficient specificity to allow him to adequately prepare to defend against it. The 
time period covered is substantial, nearly two-and-a-half years, and charged as "on divers 
occasions". The charge could conceivably encompass any number of instances of alleged 
distribution during that time period based on how it is charged. Without greater specificity with 
respect to the charged act, the Accused is unable to adequately prepare or execute his defense. 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

The Defense moves the Court to order the Government to provide a Bill of Particulars 
identifying with sufficient precision the misconduct alleged in Specification 4 of Charge I. 

HEARING 

If this motion is opposed by the Government, and pursuant to R.C.M. 905(h), the Defense 
requests an Article 39(a) session to present oral argument and evidence. 

L. M. REDDING 
LT, JAGC, USN 
Detailed Defense Counsel 

Appellate Exhibit \J 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on the 18th day of August, 202 1 a copy of this motion was served on the 
Trial Judge and on Trial Counsel. 

L. M. REDDfNG 
LT, JAGC, USN 
Detailed Defense Counsel 

Appellate Exhibit V 
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UN ITED ST A TES 

V. 

DYLAN C. JAMES, 

GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 

EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

) 

) 

) GOVERNMENT REPLY TO DEFENSE 
) REQUEST FOR BILL OF 
) PARTICULARS 
) 

) 

) 25 August 2021 
GM3/E-4, U.S. COAST GUARD ) 

MOTION 

The Government respectfully requests the Defense's motion for a bill of particulars to be 

denied. The .. on or about .. and ·•divers occasions" verbiage used in Specification 4 of Charge I 

have long been accepted in the military justice system. The Defense has failed to meet its burden. 

LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMEMT 

The purpose of a bi II of particulars is to allow the accused to prepare for trial and to 

provide sufficient information to allow protections for double jeopardy. R.C.M. 906(b)(6), 

discussion. The charge sheet contains the dates in question as we ll as the locations, so sufficient 

protection from future prosecution exists. See United States v. Brunacini, 1997 WL 408417 at 

*3 (A.F.C.C.A. 1997) (charges fo r distributing .. some amount"' of illega l drug over nearly 3 year 

time period protected aga inst double jeopardy because jeopardy would attach to any attempted 

future distribution prosecutions from that time period). In fact, coupling divers occas ions with 

.. on or about'· language offers vastly more double jeopardy protection than if the Government 

charged separate specifications for each occurrence of child pornography distribution. 

Page 1 of 3 Appellate Exhibit V I 
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A bill of particulars ·'should not be used to conduct discovery of the Government's theory 

o f the case." R.C.M. 906(b)(6). discuss ion. Likewise, a bill of particulars should not be used to 

force the detailed disclosure of the acts underlying a charge. Id. The Defense·s request is exactly 

that-a request.for a detailed disclosure of the acts underlying a charge. Specific times, dates. 

addresses, etc. are not required in criminal charges or bills of paiticul ars-rather the more 

generalized "·on or about"" and --at or near .. style pleadings have long been deemed sufficient to 

a llow the Defense to properly prepare for trial. The fac ts and evidence, which would prove a 

charge. or the lack thereof in certain circumstances. are fo und within the materials provided in 

discovery or from the anticipated witnesses in the case. 

Appellate case law also does not support the Defense·s spec ific requests. Initially, the 

Government is not required to allege a specific date unless it is an essential element of the crime. 

United States v. Williams, 40 M.J. 379, 38 1 (C.M.A. 1994). This is determined by examin ing 

whether the statute makes time a material element of the offense. Id at 382 (holding that neither 

A1ticle 125 nor 134 of the Code makes time a material element of the criminal offenses. so no 

Fifth Amendment violation occurred). When the Government charges '·on or about" that phrase 

is a term of art and the Government is not required to prove an exact date, only a date reasonabl y 

near. United States v. Hunt. 37 M.J. 344, 347 (C.M.A. 1993). Further, C.A.A.F. has analyzed the 

verbiage of a child pornography specification that included the combination of ··on divers 

occasions'· and --on or about" covering an 18 month period and left that charging language 

intact: 

In that MAJOR ROBERT L. MASON, JR., United States Air Force, 88th Mission 
Support Squadron. Wright- Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, did, at or near 
Defense Supply Center, Columbus. Ohio, on divers occasions between on or 
about 8 July 1998 and on or about 2 November 1999, knowingly receive one or 
more images of child pornography. 

Page 2 of 3 
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United States v. Mason, 60 M.J . 15, 20 (C.A.A.F. 2004). 

The Government has properly plead Specifi cation 4 of Charge I. The spec ifi cation 

properly uses .. divers occasions" and the ·'on or about" language over a reasonable time period. 

Add itionally. this style of plead ing actually offers more double jeopardy protection than one or 

more specifications alleging specific dates. In the alternati ve scenario, if an add itional 

distribution date offense was found in the futu re it could be charged in the future if it was not one 

of the specific dates already charged. With the larger date range, however. if a new instance of 

distribution was discovered in the future that was within that date range then double jeopardy 

would bar an add itional prosecution. Therefore, the broader date range actually gives the 

Defense greater double jeopardy protections than specific dates would. 

HEARJNG 

The Defense requested a hearing since the Government opposes their Motion. 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

The Government requests this Cou1t deny the Defense·s motion. 

Respectfu lly Submitted, 

A.M. Rodrigues, LCDR, USCG 
Trial Counsel 

Page 3 of 3 
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UN ITED ST AT ES 

V. 

D Y LAN C. JAMES, 

GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 
UNITED ST A TES COAST GUARD 

EASTERN J UDICIAL CIRCUIT 

) 

) 

) UNITED STATES RESPONSE TO 

) DEFENSE MOTION TO COMPEL 
) EXPERT FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGIST 
) 

) 
) 26 August 202 1 

GM3/E-4, U.S. COAST GUARD ) 

NATURE OF MOTION AND RELIEF SOUGHT 

The United States files this response in opposition to the defense motion to compel an 

expe 11 in forens ic psychology. The defense·s motion fa ils to meet the established legal standards 

for this cou11 to compel an expert. 

HEARING 

The defense has requested oral argument o n this motion. 

BURDEN OF PROOF 

As conceded by the defense, the movant, the defense bears the burden o f persuasion on 

the motio n and their burden of proo f is preponderance of the evidence. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

I. In July 2020, CGIS received notification by the National Center for M issing and 

Exploited C hildren (NCMEC) that a Dropbox account be longing to GM3 James had suspected 

child pornography. In NCMEC's notification, it had already analyzed many o f the suspected fi les 

that had been submitted by Dropbox to NCMEC and NCMEC had detennined that 42 fi les were 

known fil es of child pornography. 

Page 1 of 6 Appellate Exhibit.ffi 
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2. On 15 July 2020, CGIS interviewed GM3 James, and during that interview GM3 

admitted that he possessed, v iewed, received, and had distributed child pornography. 

3. GM3 James admitted that he had child pornography on his cellular phone and that he had 

uploaded some fi les onto Dropbox so that they would not be readily visible in his photo gallery 

on his phone. 

4. GM3 James a lso c laimed, initially, that the 42 files fou nd were all the child pornography 

that he possessed, and that he did not have any child pornography on his laptop. 

5. By the end of CG1s·s interviews with GM3 James, another CGIS team had executed a 

search warrant on GM3 James· personal residence and had seized his laptop computer and 

several other electronic devices. 

6. Upon their initial cursory review of GM3 James laptop, at least 600 video files were 

found that were responsive to searches for commo n child pornography phrases such as pre-teen 

hardcore or ··PTHC.'. 

7. A full forensic evaluation of GM3 James devices revealed well over 2,000 fil es of child 

pornography and child erotica. 

LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT 

C.A.A.F. has held that an accused service member has a ·' limited right"' to expert 

assistance at government expense to prepare his defense. United States v. Ndanyi, 45 M.J. 

3 15 (C.A.A.F. 1996); United States v. Kelly, 39 M.J. 235, 237 (C.M.A. 1994). A 

government-funded expert need only be provided when the Defense shows that such 

assistance is necessc11y. Ndanyi, 45 M.J . at 3 19 ( emphasis added). 

This is codified into the Rules for Cou11-Martial. The standard for production of 

an expert is whether the assistance of the expe11 is necessary for an adequate defense. 

Page 2 of 6 
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R.C.M. 703(d)(2)(A)(ii); United States v. Carries, 22 M.J. 288 (C.M.A. 1986). Necessity 

requires the Defense to prove two things: ( I) that the expert would be o [ assistance to the 

defense, and (2) that denying the expert would result in a fundamentally unfair trial. 

United States v. Freeman, 65 M.J. 451 (C.A.A.F. 2008). 

Necessity is determined by evaluating ( l ) why the expert is required, (2) what the 

expe1t wou ld accomplish, and (3) why the de fense counsel are unable to gather and 

present the evidence that the expert would be able to develop. United States v. Gonzalez, 

39 M.J. 459, 461 (C. M.A. 1994). C.A.A.F. has fu1ther held that the issue for which the 

expert is requested must be centra l to the de fense· s theory of the case. United States v. 

Lloyd , 69 M.J. 95 (C.A.A.F. 2010). 

The Defense must show more than just a mere possibility that the expert would be 

of assistance. United States v. Lloyd, 69 M.J. 95 (C.A. A.F. 20 I 0). 

The Defense Motion Fails to Meet the Legal Standards for This Court to 
Compel Production of an Expert 

A. The Defense Has Not Met Its Burden to Demonstrate Necessity for an Expert on the Merits 

In this case, the defense fail s to demonstrate why this Cou1t should compel an expert in 

psychology or require the convening authority to fund a psychosexual evaluation. The United 

States has not retained a psychologist and has no intention of us ing any of this info1mation 

offensively in its case. The defense c laims that this expert will help them prepare for tria l, 

specifica lly to cross-examine witnesses, but that stated purpose seems nebulous. 

The prosecution intends to call essentially just law enforcement-type witnesses in its case 

to establish the possessio n and distribution of child pornography. It is unclear how the defense 

believes they would be able to use the resul ts of a psychosexual evaluation or the help of a 

psycho logist to cross-examine these fact witnesses who would be testifying about the 

Page 3 of 6 
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investigative actio ns they took to locate this child pornography. Frankly, there will not be a 

government w itness whose testimony would warrant cross exam ination re lating to GM3 James · 

psychosexua l evaluation. 

C.A.A.F." s decision in Lloyd ho lds that an ex pert must be central to the defense' s theory 

o f the case. Lloyd, 69 M.J. at 95. Here, the defense has asserted that the expe1ts could provide 

information and testify regarding psychological and sexual functioning as well as lack o f 

recidivism. These experts would not help the factfinder decide whether G M3 James is guilty. 

The defense does not art iculate how GM3 James' psycho logical and sexua l functioning translate 

into his innocence for these offenses or even create reasonab le doubt. 1 These are not necessary 

matters to delve into on the merits fo r a crime concerning possession and distribution of child 

pornography. 

Ultimately, the defense motion fails the Freeman/Gonzalez factors in demonstrating that 

GM3 James cannot receive a fa ir trial without an expert. The defense must provide specific 

information regarding the Freeman/Gon:::alez factors in support of a motion to compel expert 

assistance. As the military appe llate courts have held, unsuppo1ted assert ions are insufficient. See 

e.g. United States v. Leyba, 2018 CCA LEXIS 394 (Army Ct. Crim. App. 2018) ( .. Second . 

defense counsel offered nothing in e ither their w ritten or oral pleadings that explained why a 

denia l of expert assistance in either area would result in a fundamentally un fair trial"} Other than 

broad general statements, the defense has fail ed to po int to exactly how these experts might be 

necessary. 

1 If the defense is attempting to say that there are mental responsibility or competence concerns due to these issues 
then there is an established path to look into those issues, however, compelli ng an expe11 is not that mechanism. 
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B. T!te Defense is not Entitled to an Expert Solely fo r S entencing 

The gravamen of the defense· s argument seems to be a desire to use experts for the 

purpose of sentenc ing rather than the merits of trial. Little authority exists which stands for the 

proposition that the Court must compel an expert solely fo r sentencing. All of the long-standing 

authority in Kelly, Ga,.,.ies , and Lloyd focuses on necessity for trial, for a fair defense, and fo r 

issues which are central to the defense theory on the merits. These are notably different purposes 

than the defense trying to generate mitigation evidence. Notably, the defense does not cite any 

authority supporting this idea. 

In United States v. Art!turton , the court found, among other things, that ..... the defense' s 

true motive in seeking the expert was to use him in sentencing to explain that the appellant had a 

low risk of recidivism, and they had only shown that this mitigation was a ·mere possibility, · 

which was not sufficient [to provide the defense a government-funded expert) ." Art!t11rto11, 2017 

WL 7 11 298, *2 (N-M Ct. Crim. App. 2017). At best, the defense is in the same position as 

Art!turton, because there is no guarantee, and no evidence provided at this point, that a 

psychosexual evaluation would produce favorab le evidence. Therefore, even if authority existed 

which required the Court to compel an expert solely for sentencing, compelling one in this case 

would not be required because the utility and helpfulness of that expe1t is entirely speculative. 
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.. 

REQUESTED RELIEF 

The United States respectfully requests that the Cou11 deny the defense · s motion . 

Respectfully Submitted, 

cobE.Th11y.r 
Lieutenant, U. S. Coast Guard 
Trial Counsel 
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UNITED ST A TES 

v. 

DYLAN C. JAMES 
GM3/E-4 
U.S.COAST GUARD 

COAST GUARD TRIAL JUDICIARY 
EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 

MOTION 

DEFENSE MOTION 
TO SUPPRESS STATEMENTS 

OF THE ACCUSED 

18 AUG 21 

Pursuant to Rule for Courts-Martial [R.C.M.] 905(b)(3), Military Rule o f Evidence [Mil. 
R. Evid.] 304(f), and the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, the Defense moves to 
suppress all s tatements made by GM3 James to Coast Guard Investigative Service [CGIS] agents 
on 15 July 2020 because he was in a compromised emotional state which rendered his 
admiss ions involuntary. 

BURDEN 

Upon motion by the Defense to suppress statements o f the Accused under Mil. R. Evid. 
304, the prosecution has the burden o f establishing the admissibility o f the statement. Mil. R. 
Evid. 304(f) (6). The military judge must find by a preponderance of the evidence that the 
Accused·s statement was made vo luntarily before the statement may be admitted into evidence. 
Mil. R. Evid. 304(f) (7). 

FACTS 

I. On 15 July 202 1, CGIS agents interview GM3 James at his command and later that day 
perform a po lygraph examination. Encl. A. 

2. GM3 James waives his rights in the initial interv iew at 0836, and the agents begin 
interrogating him. Encl. B. 

3. The interrogation is recorded in three parts. Encls. C, D, E. Transcripts have also been 
made. Encls . F, G. 

4. GM3 James starts becoming emotional towards the end o f the first interrogation. At or near 
the 26:00 mark of the second interrogation video, the interv iewing agent asks ifGM3 James 
has a firearm at home and needs to turn it over to the command, insinuating he be lieves GM3 
James may harm himself. Enc l. D, Fat p. 55. 

5. At the 29:00 mark of Encl. D, GM3 James begins getting choked up and crying. Encl. Fat p. 
59. GM3 James ca1mot finish reading or signing the non-disclosure fo nn w ithout needing a 
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break because he is so emotional. Encl. F. at p. 59. GM3 James finally signs the document 
at 0941 . Encl. Fat p. 60, H. 

6. Within minutes, the agents rush GM3 James to lhe polygraph examiner, SA to 
begin setting up the polygraph machine at approximately 0947 which is around the 22:30 
mark of the third interrogation video. Encl. E. 

7. Before the polygraph interrogation begins at or near 6:30 in Enc l. E, CG IS agents can be 
heard discussing that GM3 James is emotional, but SA  assures the other agents 
that GM3 James would be able to power through. Encl. G at p. 2. 

8. At 23:30 of Encl. E, SA  notes when he begins speaking to GM3 James that he can 
tell GM3 is dealing ·'with a lot of emotional stuff. ·· Encl. G. at p. 3. 

9. After giving another rights advisement, SA  thinks GM3 James may have gotten sick 
at or near 29:55, when GM3 James begins crying aga in, and SA  ask him if he is 
sick. Encl. E; G at p. 12. 

I 0. Later in the interview at 58:50, SA  acknowledges GM3 James is physically 
emotiona lly upset. Encl. E; G at p. 48. 

11 . The interrogation ends after approx imately tlu-ee hours. Enc l. E; G at p. 87. 

LAW 

a. involuntary statements may not be offered against an accused at trial 

Upon motion or objection by the Defense, "an involuntary statement from the accused. or 
any evidence derived there from, is inadmissibl e at trial." Mil. R. Evid. 304(a). 1 A statement is 
involuntary when it is --obtained in vio lation of the se lf-inc rimination privilege or Due Process 
C lause of the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution o f the United States, Article 3 1, U.C.M.J. , or 
through the use of coerc ion, unlawful influence. or unlaw ful inducement.'' Mil. R. Evid. 
304(a)( I )(A); see IO U.S .C. §83 1 (d)(20 l 8)("No s tatement obta ined from any person in vio lation 
of this article, or through the use of coerc ion, unlaw ful influence, or unlawful inducement may be 
received in evidence against [the accused] in a trial by court-martial."'). The Rule embeds the 
Constitution's proscription that ·' [n]o person ... sha ll be compe lled in any c rimina l case to be a 
witness against himse lf nor be deprived of life. liberty or property, without due process of law." 
U.S. Const. , amend V. 

b. Voluntariness is dete1mined with reference to the totality of the c irc umstances surrounding 
a statement, including the nature of the interrogatio n and characteristics of the accused. but 
not to the statement' s veracity. 

T here is no .. ta li smanic de finition of vo luntariness" which is --mechanically applicable" to 
all statements. Schneckeckloth v. Bustamante, 41 2 U.S. 2 18,224 ( 196 1) (citing Culombe v. 
Connecticut, 367 U.S. 568, 604-605)(internal quotation marks omitted). Generally, our courts test 
for voluntariness by asking ·'whethe r the confession is the product o f an essentia lly free and 
unconstrained cho ice by its maker." United States v. Bubonics, 45 M.J. 93, 95 (C.A.A.F. 1996). 
·' ff, instead, the maker' s will was overborne and his capacity for self-determination was critically 
impa ired, use o f his confession would offend due process ." Id. (citing Culombe, 367 U.S. at 602.) 

1 Except to impeach or in a later prosecution for pe1jury or fa lse swearing. 
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The voluntariness inquiry ··involves an assessment of the totality of all the surrounding 
circumstances- both the characteristics of the accused and the details of the interrogation.'" 
/d.(quoting Bustamo11te, 4 12 U.S. at 226); Ari:::ona v. Fulminante, 499 U.S. 279, 285-86 ( 199 1). 
Courts have considered myriad factors in evaluating voluntariness, including the mental condition 
of the Accused. e.g., Fikes v. Alabama, 352 U.S. 19 1, 197 ( l 968)(noting uneducated prisoner was 
··certainly of low mentality. if not mentally ill"). Again, a finding of voluntariness does not turn 
··on the presence or absence of a single controlli ng cri terion", but '·on a careful scrutiny on the 
surrounding circumstances.,. Bustamante, 412 U.S. at 226(internal citations omitted). 

The truthfulness of the statement, however, is not a factor because in criminal cases the 
Constitution ··forbids · fundamenta l unfairness in the use of evidence, whether true or .false:· 
Blackbum, 36 1 U.S. at 206(emphasis added)(quoting Lisenba v. California , 3 14 U.S. 2 19, 236 
( 194 1 ); Rogers v. Richmond, 365 U.S. 534, 543-44 ( I 96 1 )c-'[W]hether Rogers' confessions were 
admissible into evidence was answered by reference to a legal standard which took into account 
the circumstances of probable truth or falsity. And this is not a pern1issible standard under the Due 
Process Clause o f the Fourteenth Amendment."). Even factually accurate statements can "be the 
product of constitutionally impermissible methods in their inducement [where] a defendant had 
been subjected to pressures to which, under our accusatorial system, an accused should not be 
subjected." Rogers, 365 U.S. at 541. 

c. Coercion does not require physical violence. and words alone may suffice to overcome an 
accused's free wi ll. 

" [T)he blood of the accused is not the only hallmark of an unconstitutional inquisition." 
Fulmi11a11te, 499 U.S. at 287( internal quotation marks and citations omitted). Coercion "need not 
depend upon actual violence by a government agent." Fulminante, 499 U.S. at 287. For example, 
in Garrity v. New Jersey, 385 U.S. 493 (1 967), the Supreme Cou1t rejected the voluntariness of a 
confession where the defendants, city police officers, were questioned concerning their alleged 
·' fixing" of traffi c tickets and adv ised by the state po lice that if they refused to answer questions, 
their employment cou ld be terminated." 385 U.S .. at 492. The Court in Garrity refl ected that the 
.. option to lose their means of li ve lihood or pay the penalty of self-incrimination is the antithesis 
of free choice to speak out or to remain silent."' 

Similarly, the Court in Ly11umn v. lllinois, considered the statement of a woman charged 
with marijuana distribution who was told by police that her children ·'would be taken away ... and 
strangers would have them ... and if I could cooperate [the police officer) would see they 
weren ·r. . :· 372 U.S. at 53 1-32. The Court overturned the defendant's conviction in that case. 
because it was ·'abundantly clear that [her] oral confession was made only after the police had told 
her that state financial aid for her infant children would be cut off, and her children taken from her, 
if she did not cooperate." id. at 534 (internal quotation marks omitted). Military cowts have not 
deviated fro m the Supreme Court" s lead. 

In United States v. Martin e:::, 38 M.J. 82 (C.M.A. 1993), the cou1t reversed the service cou1t 
of appeals and upheld the military judge·s suppression of a statement when the trial court properly 
cons idered the ·'appellant's psychological state"' in finding that he ·'cracked and gave up,'" telling 
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a po lygraph examiner what he ··wanted to hear."' 38 M.J. at 87. In another case involving coerc ive 
interrogatio n tactics by a polygraph examiner, the Court of Military Appeals ove1turned a 
conviction because it was error to admit a confession where --an exho1tation or adjuration to speak 
the truth is connected with suggestions o f a th reat or benefit." Handsome, 2 1 C.M.A. at 333. 

d. Evidence obtained as result of an involuntary statement by the accused are also 
inadmissible at trial against him. 

Upon --an appropriate and timely motion [to suppress] or o bjection'· to statement o f the 
accused, evidence alleged ly derived from that statement is inadmissible unless the military j udge 
finds by a preponderance of the evidence that: ( 1) the statement was made vo luntarily; (2) the 
evidence was not obtained by use of the statement; or (3) the evidence would have been obtained 
even if the statement had never been made. Mil. R. Evid. 304(b); see United States v. Haynes, 9 
U.S.C.M.A. 792 ( 1958). 

ARGUMENT 

Based on the tota lity of the circumstances, GM3 James was emotionally unstable at the 
time of his interrogation and, because of the coerc ive tactics of CGIS, this Cou1t should find his 
statement was involuntary . CG IS agents were aware o f GM3 James' emotional, and they 
mentioned it multiple times throughout the interv iew. SA  even thinks GM3 James is 
sick at one point. GM3 James breaks down multiple times and gets choked up. CGIS has to ask 
him if he is okay to have a firearm in his home. At his lowest point, GM3 James is unable to 
even sign a non-disc losure form towards the end of the first patt of the interrogation. CG IS 
agents used coerc ive tactics when subjecting GM3 James to a polygraph examination when he 
would particularly susceptible to the tactics used by the agents invo lved. Especia lly for an 
examination designed to measure the response o f the human body to questioning. Based on the 
totality of the c ircumstances, the actions of the CGIS agents were coercive to GM3 James. All 
statements made by GM3 James should be excluded based on the involuntariness of the 
statement. 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

The Defense moves the Court to suppress all statements made by GM3 James. ln 
the alternative, the Defense requests this court exclude all s tatements of GM3 James after the 
26:00 mark of Enclosure D when he begins physically and visibly upset should be suppressed . 

EVIDENCE AND HEARING 
In support of this motion, the Defense offers the following enclosed exhibits. 

A. GM3 James lnterrogation Summary 
B. Rights Advisement Fo1m 
C. Interrogation Video I 
D. Interrogation V ideo 2 
E. Interrogation Video 3 
F. Interrogation Transcript I 
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G. Interrogation Transcript 2 
H. No n-Disclosure Form 

If this motion is opposed by the Government, and pursuant to R.C.M. 905(h), the Defense 
requests an Artic le 39(a) session to present oral argument and evidence. 

L. M. REDDING 
LT, JAGC, USN 
Defense Counsel 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on the 18th day of August, 202 1 a copy of this motion was served on the 
Tria l Judge and on Trial Counsel. 

 
L. M. REDDING 
LT, JAGC, USN 
Detailed Defense Counsel 
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UN ITED ST A TES 

V. 

DYLAN JAM ES, 

GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 

EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO 
DEFENSE MOTION TO SUPPRESS 

STATEMENTS 

25 August 202 1 

GM3/E-4, U.S. COAST GUARD 

) 
) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

NATURE OF MOTION AND RELIEF REQUESTED 

The Government files this response to the Defense's motion to suppress. This Court 

should deny the Defense· s motion because the statements of the accused were vo luntary. 

BURDEN OF PROOF 

When the defense moves to suppress statements the prosecution has the burden of 

establishing the admiss ibility of the evidence. M.R.E. 304(f)(6)-(7). The prosecution must prove 

by a preponderance of the evidence that statements of the accused were made voluntarily. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

GM3 James is an E-4 with three years of military experience. (A.E. I -A). English is his 

nati ve language and he has a high school diploma. (Id.) He scored in the 62nd percentile on the 

Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT). meaning that he scored higher than 62% of all test 

takers. His graduation and AFQT score make him a ·'high quality recruit.·· (Id.) LAWRENCE 

KAPP, CONG. RSCH. SERY., RL3 1297. RECRUITING AND RETENTION IN TH E ACTIVE 

COMPONENT MILITARY: ARE TH ERE PROBLEMS? 2 (2002). 

https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/RL/RL3 I 297. 
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On 15 July 2020, CGIS interviewed GM3 James. The agents began by identifying 

themselves as criminal investigators. spec ial agents of the Coast Guard Investigative Service, and 

by showing GM3 James their badges and special agent credentials. (A.E. II - C. F). After his 

initial interview, GM3 James consented to a polygraph examination. The entirety of both 

interviews. includi ng the polygraph. totaled only slightly more than three hours. 

The first interview was audio and video recorded and has also been transcribed. The 

polygraph interview was audio recorded and has add itionally been transcribed. All or th is 

evidence is availab le for the Court" s review. 

Before the first interview began, CGIS in fo rmed GM3 James that '·today might be a 

tough day fo r you: · but they also in formed him that the door was unlocked and that he was free 

to get up and leave at any point during the conversation. (A.E. II - Fat 5-6). 

CGIS also assured that GM3 James was not on any type of medication or under the 

influence of alcohol to insure that he was of sound mind. (Id. at 4). 

At the beginning of his interview, CGIS advised GM3 James of his rights under Article 

3 1 (b). explained those rights. and gave GM3 James a written copy of those rights for him to 

review. (Id.) GM3 James read the rights advisement out loud. including that he was suspected of 

possessing child pornography. (A.E. II - C). 

During his rights warning, CGIS asked GM3 James after each paragraph if he understood 

the paragraph totally and if he had any questions. After each provision. GM3 James indicated 

that he understood. did not have any questions. and initialed. (Id. ) 

After hi s rights warning, after GM3 James s igned his name, vvaived his rights, and agreed 

to speak to CGIS. CGIS gratu itously reminded GM3 James that ·'anytime during this you can 

stop.' ' (Id.) 

2 
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CGIS also gratuitously reminded GM3 James --anytime during this you can ask fo r an 

attorney." (id.) Next. CGIS reminded GM3 James '·anytime during this we can take a break.'' 

Later in the interv iew, approx imately 30 minutes later, CG IS checked in with GM3 James and 

asked GM3 James if he wanted a break or if he needed to use the bathroom. (A .E. II - Fat 46). 

Contrary to the Defense·s allegations about how overborne GM3 James' will was. 

towards the end of his first CG IS intervievv. GM3 James actually told CGIS in response to CGIS 

asking how he was doing, " I'm good. It' s actually uplifting fo r me.'· (Id. at 46). 1 

Even though GM3 James did not ask for a break, CGIS gave GM3 James a break 

anyway. (id. ) Before giving hi m a break, CGIS aga in gratuitously reminded him that his rights 

were still in place and that he could have an attorney anytime he wanted one. (Id.) 

CGIS told him. --you·re in contro l of the situation. so anytime you want to cease the 

conversation, you owe it to yourse lf. .. (Id.) 

Finally, CGIS reminded him, yet again. ·'just keep those rights in mind. I don' t want you 

to fo rget those.'· (Id. at 47). CGIS went above and beyond any legal requirement to reiterate and 

remind GM3 James about his Article 31 rights. 

Shortly later. CGIS asked GM3 James if he needed water. to which GM3 James 

responded that he was good. but CGIS gave him more water anyway. (id.) 

After CGIS came back into the room from giving GM3 James a break, GM3 James was 

asked aga in if he needed to use the head or if he needed more water. (Id. at 48). GM3 James 

responded that he was good. 

1 This is transcribed as GM3 James saying '' lifting" but from the audio/video fi le it is clear that GM3 James said 
·'uplift ing." 

3 
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CGIS and GM3 James talked about the heat outside, the humidity, and how GM3 James 

prefe rred the heat. GM3 James did not appear upset. emotional. or out of control in any manner. 

(A.E. II - C). 

After the break. CG IS asked GM3 James why he uploaded the child pornography to 

Dropbox. GM3 James explained that he uploaded it to Dropbox to hide it. GM3 James was not 

emotional when maki ng this admission. (Id.) 

Towards the close of CGIS's interview, CG IS asked GM3 James, "how do you feel that 

you were treated today?" (A.E. II- F at 54). 

GM3 James answered. "fo r this situation, for what I did. not what I expected, a lot 

better." (A.E. II - C). 

CGIS clarified with GM3 James. "A lot better than you expected?" 

GM3 James nodded hi s head to indicate yes, and CGIS responded, ·'good." (Id.) 

CGIS then asked GM3 James, ·'do you feel like you were treated fa irly?" to which GM3 

James responded, ·'yes ... There are no physical or verba l indications that GM3 James felt coerced 

or that his will was overborne. (Id.) 

CGIS fina ll y clarified again that GM3 James understood all his rights and that his rights 

were made clear to him by CGIS. GM3 James responds affirmati vely. (Id.) 

With approximately four minutes remaining in his first CGIS interview, GM3 James 

became mildly emotional while he was reading the CG IS non-disclosure fo rm. At that time, 

CGIS was not yelling. screaming. and abrasive with GM3 James in any way. CG IS was merely 

supporting GM3 James telling him, "take your time. buddy ... (Id.) 

While initialing the non-di sclosure form. GM3 James began crying. At that time, CGIS 

was not abrasive, yelling, or screaming at GM3 James, instead they continued to nurture and 

4 
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support him, telling him, •' its ok man, I know you·ve been holding it in a long time. You can let 

it out.'' (Id.) 

Between the initial CGIS interview and the polygraph, CGIS provided GM3 James 

another bottle of water. (A.E. II - Fat 62). CG IS also again offered fo r GM3 James to use the 

bathroom before the po lygraph if he needed to. but GM3 James declined. (Id.) 

As the pre-polygraph interview began, one of the agent's ini tial questions to GM3 James 

was. ·'you doing okay?" GM3 James responded "Yeah.'. (A.E. II - G at 2). 

Early in the pre-polygraph interv iew. CG IS again reminded GM3 James that he could 

have water, food, and breaks as he desired and all he needed to do was ask. (Id. at 3). 

CGIS also provided GM3 James multiple advisements at that point, inc luding making 

sure that he fully consented to the polygraph and telling him that he could withdraw his consent 

to the polygraph at any time. (Id. at 6). 

CGIS also asked GM3 James if he fe lt threatened. coerced, or promised anything ,,vith 

respect to taking a polygraph. GM3 James answered --No:· (Id. at 7). 

After GM3 James fully consented to the po lygraph, CG IS provided GM3 James another 

Artic le 3 1 ri ghts warning. GM3 James again read hi s rights aloud, indicated that he full y 

understood them, and waived his rights. (Id. at 7-1 I). 

As the interview proceeded, CG IS asked GM3 James if he was sick in his prev ious 

interview. GM3 James answered, "No, it was, I started to cry a li11le:· (Id. at 12) (emphas is 

added). 

Shortly thereafter. only a few moments later. CGIS again reminded GM3 James that if he 

did not understand something to let them know. CGIS also to ld GM3 James, aga in, 

5 
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(fat any time you want to leave, you let me know. (/at any time you 11·ant to stup 
this, you let me know. Anytime you need water orfood or anything we 'II get it.for 
you, breaks, whatever. 

(Id. at 14-1 5). CG IS was ca lm and respectful with GM3 James whose demeanor at this time was 

also calm and under control. 

No coerc ion. yelling, screaming or intrusive behav ior occurred at any point during the 

remainder of the CGIS polygraph. 

After the polygraph, GM3 James admitted that on 20-30 occasions he sent child 

pornography videos and/or pictures to others in hi s KiK chats to prove that he was not an 

undercover. because that was the way that he initiated an exchange of child pornography with 

others. (Id. at 82). 

CG IS confirmed that GM3 James distributed ch ild pornography on 20 - 30 separate 

occasions, and GM3 James explained that he did it because it was ··pretty much proving hey. I'm 

here fo r this not to bust you all ." (Id. at 83). 

GM3 James further confirmed that the age range o f the pictures and videos he distributed 

was children aged five to seventeen. (Id. at 83). 

GM3 James was also confronted with his in itial story that he had only 42 fil es of chi ld 

pornography. CGIS info rmed GM3 James that their initial scan of hi s computer showed over 600 

videos of chi ld pornography. GM3 James' response was that he did not ··pay attention to that. 

Like I said I just have it on fil es and I just scro ll." (Id. at 84). 

Towards the end of this interview. CGIS asked GM3 James ·'did I treat you 

professionally today?'' GM3 James responded, --ves.•· (Id. at 81 ). 

CGIS also asked, --was I respectful to you today?·· GM3 James responded, --yes.'' (Id.) 
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LAW AND ARGUMENT 

Invo luntary statements are defi ned as those obtained in violation of the self-incrimination 

pri vilege or the due process clause of the Fihh Amendment or Article 3 1 or through use of 

coercion. unlawful influence, or un lawful inducement. M.R.E. 304(a)( I )(A). In determining 

whether a confession was invo luntary Courts must look at the tota lity of circumstances and 

determine if the accused· s will was overborne. Schecklolh v. B11s!amonle. 4 12 U.S. 218 ( 1973). 

To determine if the Accused·s will was overborne. this Court must consider, under the 

tota lity of the circumstances: ( I) characteristics of the accused. (2) conditions of the 

interrogation, and (3) the conduct o f law enforcement. United Slates v. Bubonics, 45 M.J . 93, 95 

(C.A.A.F. I 996); United States v. Vandewoestyne, 4 1 M.J . 587 (A.F. Ct. Crim. App. 1994). 

Factors include the mental condition of the accused, age. educat ion, inte lligence. the character of 

the detention (if any), the conditions of the questioning and rights warning, the manner of the 

interrogation, including the length of the interrogation and the use of force, threats. promises, or 

deceptions. United Slates v. Bresnahan. 62 M.J. 137. 141 (C.A.A.F. 2005). 

CAAF has ultimately also held, however, that in most circumstances, an Article 3 I rights 

adv isement overcomes any psychological pressure to make statements. Bubonics, 45 M.J. at 96. 

Finally. in Colorado v. Connelly. the Supreme Court overturned the suppression of a 

confession and deli vered a clear rule, .. coercive police activity is a necessary predicate to the 

finding that a confession is not ··voluntary"' within the meaning or the Due Process Clause of the 

Fourteenth Amendment.'' 4 79 U.S. 15 7, 167 ( I 986). 

I. The Defense Stretches the Voluntariness Concept to the Point T hat Essentially 
All Statements in Criminal Investigations Wou ld Become Involuntary 

··Only if we were to estab lish a brand-new constitutional right-the right of a criminal 

defendant to confess to his crime only when totally rational and properl y moti vated- could 
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respondent"s present claim be sustained_·· Connelly . 479 U.S. at 166. The Defense·s theory of 

involuntariness in this case stretches even further than the defense's argument in Connelly. Here. 

the Defense asks that this Court find all GM3 James' statements legally involuntary solely 

because GM3 James became slightl y emoti onal fo r unknown reasons. Stretching the 

vo luntariness concept to this extreme, however, would negate law enfo rcement"s abilities to do 

their job. 

A. There Was No Coercive Law Enforcement Conduct 

None of CG1s·s conduct came remotely close to coercive. CGIS's interviews. on the 

scale of typical and acceptable law enfo rcement conduct, were part icularly mild. So much so th.:it 

CGIS actua lly spent several minutes supporting, comforting, and nurturing GM3 James. CGIS 

never yelled at GM3 James or became forceful with him. If being supportive. po lite. and soft 

spoken is coercive law enforcement conduct then there is rea lly no ,vay fo r law enforcement to 

interview someone. 

This Court can rev iew the audio/video fi les and determine exactly what happened during 

GM3 James· interviews. The Court will see that no CGIS agent committed any physical violence 

towards GM3 James. nor threatened to do so. The Court wil l al so see that there was no 

psychological coercion either. Although the difference between permissible and 

impermissible interrogation tactics " is, at best, a difficu lt one to draw," Haynes v. Washington, 

373 U.S. 503. 515 ( 1963), nothing either CGIS agent did matches any of the impermissible 

methods that reviewing courts recognize as coercive. They did not make any threats or 

prom ises, they did not conduct excess ive ly lengthy interviews, and they did not deta in and 

iso late GM3 James for a pro longed time. GM3 James was not deprived of food, water, bathroom 
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breaks or any other need. In fact, he was offered al I of those things, numerous times. There was 

simply no impermissible law enforcement conduct. 

B. GM3 James ' Afild Emotions Were Nol the Product of CG/S's Conduct 

·'The purpose of excluding ev idence se ized in violation of the Constitution is to 

substantiall y deter future violations of the Consti tution:· Connelly, 4 79 U.S. at 166. Therefore. 

the precursor to this Court granting any relief would be factual findings that (I) CGIS's conduct 

was unlawful , (2) the unlawful conduct caused GM3 James' emotional state, and (3) GM3 

James· emotional state lega lly amounted to his will be ing overborne. None of these exist in this 

case. Item ( I) was di scussed above, in section A. Items (2) and (3) likewise do not ex ist. 

Many potential underlying causes, fee lings. and thoughts potentially ex ist which were the 

cause of GM3 James' mild emotions. These underlying causes are completely independent of 

anything CG IS did. It is understandab le if not expected that a person will become emotional 

when they finally realize that they have been caught after many yea rs of committing particu larly 

heinous crimes. As GM3 James admitted. he had been active ly invo lved in child pornography, 

receiving, viewing, downloading, and exchanging for many years. As he admitted, his 

involvement with child pornography began when he was approx imately a fres hman in high 

school. His CG IS interview occurred when he \Vas almost 23 years old, so at that time he had 

been involved with child pornography for 8-9 years. GM3 James admitted that in his current 

possession on his phone he had child pornography with ch ildren as young as  

GM3 James was also dishonest, or less than forthcoming. about the amount of child 

pornography that he possessed and the nature of it. CGIS told GM3 James at the outset of his 

interview that they were aware of 42 child pornography fil es. That was the num ber of fil es that 

Dropbox had submitted to NCMEC. So, when CGIS asked GM3 James how many ch ild 
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pornography fil es that he possessed, GM3 James just went with that number, stating, ·'around 42 

sounds about right." (A.E. 11 - Fat 13). A few questions later. GM3 James stated that the 

youngest child depicted was around  years old. (Id. at 14). GM3 James almost certainly 

knew that in reality he had thousands more videos and images of child pornography than the 42 

which Dropbox sent to NCMEC. He also knew that he had chi ld pornography featuring children 

as young as  years old. Further. he knew that he was attempting to convince CGIS that he 

was not that into child pornography while at the same time possessing thousands of video and 

image files. many of which are highly known and sought after .. known series .. fil es generally 

only possessed by advanced users. His dec is ion to attempt this facade with CGIS would, 

understandably, make GM3 James very anx ious and emotional. GM3 James knew that he was 

being dishonest with CG lS and he was not sure exactly how long it would take them to fi gure it 

out. 

The Defense defines GM3 James as being emotional and ·'emoti onally unstable" during 

his interviews. But, GM3 James· dec ision to tell a less severe version of the truth, and be 

dishonest in that regard does not provide a shelter fo r him because it also simultaneously made 

him emotional. It also strongly cuts aga inst the true analysis, \,Vas GM3 James· will overborne, 

because someone whose will is overborne does not have the wherewithal to simultaneously make 

the dec ision to provide a less severe version of events, or a significantly more fal se exculpatory 

statement. Such a decision is strategic and tactical. This type of thinking would not be mentally 

available to a person who was trul y trying to operate with their will ove rborne. 

As this Court is aware, there is a long standing rule that if some independent ev idence 

demonstrates that the exculpatory statement is fal se then the military judge may instruct the 

members that a fal se exculpatory statement offered by a defendant to explain hi s behavior can be 
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evidence of guilt. United Stales ,·. Quezada, No.20 1900115, 2020 WL 6268490, *3 (N-M. Ct. 

Crim. App. Oct. 26. 2020). Fa lse statements made by an accused may tend to show guilt because 

··destruction, suppress ion, or fabrication of ev idence" suggests a consc iousness of guilt- a 

matter ·'to be dea lt with by the [finder of fac t].' ' United States v. Williams, No. ACM 39746. 

202 1 WL 955908. * 14 (A.F. Ct. Crim. App. Mar. 12. 202 1) (quoting Wilson v. United States. 

162 U.S. 6 13. 62 1 (1896)). Fabrication that takes place as a result of guilt can certai nly spark 

emotions within a person. 

Alternative ly, GM3 James may not have been emotional because of his dishonesty. but 

he may have simply been emotional out of gui It fo r his own actions, or at the very least for 

finall y getting caught. It is no secret that child pornography is commonly considered one o f the 

most detestable crimes in our soc iety. It is common ly known that the child pornography trade 

prays on innocent chi ldren who are often too young and completely unable to help themselves or 

even understand their own victimization. Many child victims never recover. These same 

commonly known sentiments are also understood by people who commit child pornography 

crimes. While they may enjoy and be addicted to child pornography, they remain aware of the 

significant societal stigma associated with it, and the common understanding that harsh 

punishments await those who are caught. 

Therefore, GM3 James' mild emotions could simply be because the harsh rea lity had set 

in that his crimes extending back to the last 8-9 years had finall y caught up with him, and that he 

was very likely about to be held accountab le fo r it. Such fee lings of guilt and emotion do not 

amount to grounds to legally suppress his statements to CGIS. 

CG IS asked GM3 James some difficult, but particu larly relevant questions during his 

interv iew. Questions which, though necessary, would make a person emotional. One such 
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example is GM3 James admitting that he masturbates to child pornography. (A .E. II - Fat 19). 

GM3 James admitted that he mainly masturbates to children  but upon CG IS questions he 

also admitted that he had done so to younger children as well. (Id.) These questions are 

necessary. but cha llenging emotionall y. But. necessary questions igniting emotions does not 

create a legal bas is for relief. 

Many interviews/ interrogati ons, if not all, in criminal cases will involve emotional 

moments on the part of the accused. For many people. this could be the most traumatic moment 

in their life. Even trial and testi fy ing tends to be less traumatic and emotional because there is 

ample time to prepare for it, and defendants are given a good idea o f what to expect. Law 

enfo rcement interviews, on the other hand , often happen on a random day, unexpectedly. In this 

same manner, GM3 James probably had no idea that on 15 June 2020. his past 8-9 years of 

involvement with chi ld pornography was going to come to light. The emotion surrounding this 

event is essentially unavoidable, but it does not create a suppression issue. This is because a 

person simply becoming mildly emotional. for "vhatever reason, does not equate to a legall y 

involuntary statement. It does not mean that their wi ll was overborne. If it did, law enfo rcement 

would have to cease attempting to interview the accused person because the first tear or sign of 

emotion would mean that the intervie"v had to end. 

II. GM3 James Statements To CGIS Were Vo luntary Under The Totality Of The 
Circumstances 

··The necessary inquiry is whether the confess ion is the product of an essentially free and 

unconstrained choice by its maker. If, instead, the maker· s wil l was overborne and his capac ity 

for self-determination criti cally impaired, use of the confess ion would offend due process.'· 

Bubonics, 45 M.J . at 93. During his interview with CG IS. GM3 James portrayed a significantly 

less egregious version of events on many fronts. Many of GM3 James admissions are textbook 
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admissions couched as excu lpatory statements. meaning that GM3 James was attempting to 

lessen hi s culpability but in doing so also made admissions.2 Admiss ions couched as exculpatory 

statements we igh heavily in a finding that the statements were voluntary. United Stales v. 

Henderson, 52 M.J. 14 (C.A.A.F. 1999). This is because reviewing courts recognize the greater 

amount of mental capacity and wherewithal that it takes to provide a tactically more 

advantageous vers ion of events. Having such mental ability cuts directly against a person's will 

supposedly being overborne. 

I. Characteristics O/The Accused. 

Notable characteristics include the mental condition of the accused; his age, education, 

and intelligence. Bresnahan, 62 M..l. at 141 (C.A.A.F. 2005). At the outset, GM3 James· 

background indicates that he is the type of person who ··would be more resistant to interrogation 

than a person who is very young, uneducated or weak minded:· Miller v. Fenlon , 796 F.2d 598, 

606 (3 rd Cir. 1986). Although a young adult, he vvas a high school graduate with an above

average score on the AFQT. effective ly an intelligence test. Memorandum from A.J. Martin, 

Accession Policy. Director, Office of the Secretary of Defense to Mr. Danzing (Sept. 4. 1980), 

https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/monographs/MG265/ images/webG 147 1.pdf. 

GM3 James was a petty officer. meaning at that point in his career he had almost 

certainly had experience directing non-rates. providing tasking, and providing feedback to them. 

He was not a month out of boot camp with no understanding of the military. As such. GM3 

James had no personal characteristics that would make him particularly vulnerable. 

2 These are statements such as he only possessed 42 images. the youngest child was six to seven. he didn ·1 have 
anything on his computer, he genera lly masturbated to the older children, etc. 
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2. Conditions of the Interrogation & Conduct of law Enforcement 

The factors here revolve around the character of the detention and the manner of the 

interrogation. The character of the detention includes the conditions of the questioning and rights 

warning. The manner of the interrogation includes the length of the interrogation and the use of 

force, threats, promises. or deceptions. Bresnahan, 62 M.J. at 141 . Here. the CGIS Agents were 

profess ional and cordial. The atmosphere was conversational and relaxed, inside an air

conditioned interview room. GM3 James was told, many more times than lega lly required, that 

he could stop the questioning and leave at any time. No threats were made by the agents. In 

Ashcroft v. Tennessee, 322 U.S. 143 ( 1944), a 36-hour interrogation was determined to be 

inherently coercive. Here, the length of the interview and polygraph was around three hours. As 

such. there ,,vas no impermiss ible law enforcement conduct. 

III. The Defense cites no case which holds that the Accused's emotional state alone is 
grounds for suppression. 

Though the Defense cites a myriad of cases for general issues of suppress ion and 

investigative misconduct, none of their cited cases actually support the relie f that they have 

requested based upon the facts in this case. Understandably, accused· s statements have 

prev iously been suppressed based upon threats made by law enforcement or other unlawful 

police tactics. See e.g. Lyman v. Illinois, 372 U.S. at 53 1-32 (police threats to take children 

away); see also Garrity v. New Jersey. 385 U.S. at 492 (poli ce threats to get accused fi red from 

job). The vast majority of suppression cases, however, in volve law enforcement threats or some 

other un lawful law enforcement conduct. Thi s is because the purpose of the exclusionary rule is 

to punish and dissuade unlawful law enfo rcement conduct. 

The only allegation of unlawfu l conduct that the Defense can make in this case is that 

CGIS became aware of GM3 James· emotions and they mentioned it to him during the interv iew. 
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The Defense claims that CGIS used --coercive tactics'· but does not state what those coercive 

tactics supposedly were. Th is is quite telling because in actuality CG IS did not use any coerc ive 

tactics. CG IS merely asked questions. No threats were made and no coercion or inducement was 

utilized. Acceptable law enforcement tactics have gone far above and beyond the meager basic 

questioning technique used in thi s case by CGI S. This motion should be denied. 

EVIDENCE 

The Government requests that the Court consider the following enclosures: 

AE II - C CGIS Interview Video I (submitted by defense) 

A.E. II- D CG IS Interview Video 2 (submitted by defense) 

A.E. II - E CGIS Polygraph Audio (submitted by defense) 

A.E. II - F CGIS Interview Transcript (submitted by de fense) 

A.E. 11 - G CGIS Polygraph Transcript (submitted by defense) 

A.E. I -A GM3 James CG Member In fo. Bates 33 1-334 

REQUESTED RELIEF 

The Government respectfully requests that the Court deny the Defense's motion. 

ORAL ARGUMENT 

The Defense requested oral argument if their motion was opposed. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

LCP,e, t!So/ 
R. W. Canoy, USCG 
Trial Counsel 
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UNITED ST A TES 

v. 

DYLAN C. JAMES 
GM3/E-4 

COAST GUARD TRIAL JUDICIARY 
EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 

DEFENSE MOTION 
FOR APPROPRIATE RELIEF 

(Unreasonably Multiplied Charges) 

18 AUG 21 
U.S. COAST GUARD 

MOTION 

Pursuant to 906(b)( 12), defense moves this Court to merge Specifications I, 2, and 3 o f 
Charge I into the same Specification for the findings and sentencing stages of the trial. In the 
alternative, if this Court disagrees w ith that remedy, defense requests this Court merge 
Speci fications I , 2, and 3 of Charge I for the sentencing phase of trial 

SUMMARY 

Each Specification under Charge I- possession of child pornography under A1ticle 134, 
Uni form Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) arise from substantially the same criminal act 
regardless of what electronic device used or whether s tored remote ly. Moreover, three 
specifications for possession charged all on the same constitute an impermissible "blow by 
blow" charging scheme. Consequently, the Defense moves to merge the unreasonably 
mult iplied specifications. R.C.M. 906(b)( l2). 

BURDEN 

As the moving pa1ty, the defense bears the burden of proof by a prepo nderance of the 
evidence with regard to each factual issue necessary fo r resolution of this motion. RC.M. 905(c). 

FACTS 

I. GM3 James is charged with four specifications of violating UCMJ artic le 134-th.ree 
specifications of possession of child pornography and one specification of distribution of child 
pornography. The maximum punishment for these charges is fifty years confinement, a 
dishonorable discharge, reduction to E-1 , and total forfeiture of pay. UCMJ, Art. 134, ~95.d. 

2. In Specification I of Charge 1, the Government alleges that GM3 James violated A1tic le 134 
in accordance w ith the language below. Charge Sheet. 

SPECIFICATION l (Possession of Child Pornography): ln that Gunner's Mate Third 
Class Dylan James,  did, on active duty, at or near Portsmouth, 
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Virginia, on or about July 2020 knowingly and wrongfully possess child pornography, to 
wit: a one terabyte containing digital 
pictures and videos of minors engaging in sexually explicit conduct, to wit: files entitled 

video and picture files of child pornography, and that said conduct was of a nature to 
bring discredit upon the armed forces. 

3. In Specification 2 of Charge I, the Government alleges that GM3 James violated Article 134 
in accordance with the language below. Id. 

SPECIFICATION 2 (Possession of Child Pornography): In that Gunner's Mate Third 
Class Dylan James,  did, on active duty, at or near Portsmouth, 
Virginia, on or about July 2020 knowingly and wrongfully possess child pornography, to 
wit: a Samsung Galaxy Note 9 cellular phone containing digital 
pictures and videos of minors engaging in sexually explicit conduct, to wit: files entitled 

4. In Specification 3 of Charge I, the Government alleges that GM3 James violated Article 134 
in accordance with the language below. Id. 

SPECIFICATION 3 (Possession of Child Pornography): In that Gunner's Mate Third 
Class Dylan James,  did, on active duty, at or near Portsmouth, 
Virginia, on or about June 2020 knowingly and wrongfully possess child pornography, to 
wit: an online Drop box Account with user name , containing digital pictures 
and videos of minors engaging in sexually explicit conduct, to wit: files entitled ( 1) 
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and additiona l digital video and pic ture files of child pornography, and 
that said conduct was of a nature to bring discredit upon the armed forces. 

LAW 

a. Unlike multiplicity. which is grounded in Double Jeopardy and involves statutory 
inte,pretation, the prohibition on unreasonable multiplication protects against 
prosecutorial overreach based on a fundamental fairness. 

·'What is substantial ly one transaction should not be made the basis fo r an unreasonable 
multiplicatio n of charges against one person:· R.C. M. 307(c)(4); see United States v. Quiroz, 55 
M.J. 334 , 336-39 (C.A.A.F. 200 1). T his prohibition against unreasonable multiplication of 
charges '·has long provided courts-martial and reviewing authorities with a traditiona l legal 
standard-reasonableness-to address the consequences of an abuse of prosecutorial discretion 
in the context o f the unique aspects of the military justice system:· Quiroz, 55 M.J. at 338 
(contrasting multiplicity and unreasonable multiplication doctrines); see also United States v. 
Campbell, 7 1 M.J. 19, 23 (C.A.A.F. 2012) (same) . 

A military judge must "exercise sound judgment to ensure that imaginative prosecutors do 
not needlessly •pile on' charges against a mi li tary accused."' United States v. Foster, 40 M.J. 
140, 144 n.4 (C.M.A. 1994), overruled in part on other grounds, United States v. Miller, 67 M.J. 
385 (C.A.A.F. 2009). In serv ice of this obligation, a trial court considers four- factors in testing 
whether charges are umeasonably multiplied: 

• Is each charge and specification aimed at distinctly separate criminal acts? 

• Does the number of charges and specifications misrepresent or exaggerate the 
accused 's criminality? 

• Does the number of charges and specifications unfairly increase the accused· s 
punitive exposure? 

• Is there evidence of prosecutorial overreaching or abuse in the drafting of the 
charges? 

United States v. Anderson, 68 M.J. 378, 386 (C.A.A.F. 2010) (citing Quiroz, 55 M.J . at 338) 
(approving '"in general" factors as non-exhaustive .. guide" fo r analysis). 

b. A military judge has wide discretion to remedy unreasonable multiplications of 
charges. up to and including dismissal. 

When charges a re unreasonably multiplied, the military judge has wide latitude to craft a 
remedy, inc luding dismissing offenses, merging them for findings, or merging o ffenses only for 
sentencing. United States v. Thomas, 74 M.J. 563, 568 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. 20 14) (citing 
Campbell, 7 1 M.J. at 25) (concluding military judge had discretion to not dismiss or merge 
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specifications for findings but to merge them for sentenc ing); see also United States v. Forrester, 
76 M.J. 389,396 (C.A.A.F. 20 17) ( findi ng that a trial judge did not abuse his or her discretion by 
deny ing a defense request to merge multiple spec ifications of possession of child pornography 
on different devices). 

In Quiroz, where the facto rs originated, the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals 
dismissed a conviction for wrongfully disposing of military property by selling C-4 , which was 
the same act that led to a conviction fo r violating 18 U.S.C. § 842. United States v. Quiroz, 52 
M.J. 5 10,5 13 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. 1999)(where 18 U.S.C. § 842 criminalizes the unlawful 
distribution and transportation of explosive materials). Later, in United States v. Roderick, the 
Cou1t of Appeals for the Aimed Forces reiterated that dismissal is an avai lable and appropriate 
remedy for unreasonable multiplication. 62 M.J. 425, 433-34 (C.A.A.F. 2006). The Roderick 
court dismissed indecent libe1ties convic tions that arose from the same criminal acts-taking 
photographs of underage g irls-as the appell ant's chi Id pornography convic tions under 18 
U.S.C. § 225 1 (a). Id. 1 

Finally, when convictions result from specifications that were charged for exigenc ies of 
proof, a military judge must ·"consolidate or dismiss [the contingent] specificatio n[s],' not 
merely merge then for sentencing purposes. Thomas, 74 M.J. at 568 (quo ting Un ited States v. 
Elespuru, 73 M.J. 326, 329-30 (C.A.A.F.2014)) (additional c itation omitted). Where 
consolidation is impractical, military judges are encouraged to conditionally dismiss convictions, 
id. at 570, mindful that "each additional conviction imposes an additional stigma and causes 
additional damage to the defendant's reputation. " Doss, 15 M.J. at 4 12 ( c it ing O 'Clair v. United 
States, 470 F.2d 11 99, 1203 (9th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 412 U.S. 92 1 ( 1973). 

ARGUMENT 

a. Because the four trial-level Quiroz facto rs weigh in favor of the Defense. relief from 
these unreasonably multiplied charges is warranted. 

The alleged fac ts in each specificatio n demonstrate that this charging scheme exceeds the 
fai rness limits imposed by R.C.M. 307 and Quiroz. 

( I) Each possession Specification is aimed at a single period of time with devices that 
connected to each other. 

The images acquired pursuant to a search of GM3 James' residence on 15 July 2020 resulted 
in seizure of a laptop and cellphone. CGIS would later execute a search warrant for GM3 James' 

1 See also United States v. Doss, 15 M.J. 409,412 (C.M.A. 1983) (noting that when unreasonable 
multiplication may have impacted verdict --o n the merits as to all the multiplied charges-much 
like the threat posed by Justice Marshall-we have not hesitated to set aside all tainted findings 
of guilty'') (citing Missouri v. Hunter, 459 U.S. 359. 372 ( 1983) ("where the prosecution's 
evidence is weak, its ability to bring multiple charges may substantially enhance the possibility 
that, even though innocent, the defendant may be found guilty on one or more charges as a result 
of a compromise verdict") (Marshall , J. , dissenting); United States v. Sturdivant, 13 M.J. 323 
(C.M.A. 1982)). 
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Dropbox account. These items are not distinguishable from each other sufficient to warrant a 
separate specification fo r possession. Dropbox is accessible through both a laptop and a phone. 
Although the data is stored remotely, it is accessible to the user at the endpoint-an electronic 
device. In this case, a phone or laptop can be used to access files from Dropbox. Furthennore, a 
phone and laptop only require a common USB cord to link up and share files rendering the two 
indistinguishable from each other for charging purposes. All of the charged media are too 
intertwined to distinguish between them, rending additional specifications of possession 
unwarranted. 

(2)The exaggeratio n of any possible c riminal ity ari sing from single fo rm of criminal 
liability- possession-also unfairly increases GM3 James' punitive exposure 
exponenti ally. 

The government's charging scheme-alleging the act as a violation of three v iolations of the 
same article of the Code-both exaggerates any misconduct and nearly doubles GM3 James· 
puniti ve exposure from thirty years to fifty years of confinement. These factors thus weigh in 
favo r of the defense. 

(3) There is evidence o f prosecuto rial overreach in the drafting of these charges. 

The final trial-level Quiro::: factor tends to encompass a ll the others, as the unreasonable 
multiplication test itself is designed to cure prosecutorial oven-each. Quiroz, 55 M.J. at 337, 
C-[T]he prohibition against unreasonable multiplication o f charges addresses those features of 
military law that increase the potential for overreaching in the exercise of prosecutorial 
discretion."). But even this factor weighs in favor of the defense here, because of exaggerated 
c riminality of the charging scheme which is designed to increase GM3 James' punitive exposure 
without alleging any additional criminal liability in tlu·ee different specifications. 

b. Merging is the appropriate remedy. 

This Cou1t may remedy unreasonably multiplied charges at the findings stage by dismissing 
the lesser offenses or merging all offenses into one. R.C.M. 906(b )( 12); Roderick., 62 M..I. at 
433. Either remedy works the same effect here, but merging is the cleanest approach, both to 
enforce the unreasonable multiplication doctrine as well as to e liminate the confusion and 
redundancy at trial caused by unreasonable multiplication. If this Cou1t finds that merging of the 
specifications during findings is not the appropriate remedy, defense asks this court to merge the 
specifications for sentencing. 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

The defense requests that this Court merge Charge I, Specifications I , 2, and 3 into one 
specification for the findings and sentencing because the specifications are unreasonably 
multiplied. If this court disagrees w ith that remedy, defense requests merger of Specification I, 
2, and 3 of Charge I fo r sentencing purposes. 
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ORAL ARGUMENT 

Unless the Government concedes the motion or this Cou1t grants the relief requested on the 
basis of pleadings alone, the Defense req uests oral argument on this motion pursuant to R.C.M. 
905(h). 

L. M. REDDrNG 
LT, JAGC, USN 
Detai led Defense Counsel 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on the 18th day o f August, 202 1 a copy of this motion was served on the 
Trial Judge and on Trial Counsel. 

L. M. REDDrNG 
LT, JAGC, USN 
Deta iled Defense Counsel 
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GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 

UNITED ST ATES COAST GUARD 

EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

UNITED STATES 
V. 

GM3 DYLAN C. JAMES 

U.S. Coast Guard 

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO 
DEFENSE MOTION TO DISMISS OR 

FOR APPROPRIATE RELIEF 

(Unreasonably Multiplied Charges) 
26 August 2021 

RELlEF SOUGHT 

The United States opposes merging specifications 1-3 of Charge I for the purposes of 

findings and sentencing. Each specification states a separate offense, and appropriately 

exposes GM3 James by grouping files obtained by storage location vice each separate fil e. 

The United States requests that the Court deny the de fense's motion. 

HEARING 

The United States respectfully requests the opportunity to present oral argument in 

opposition to defense's motion. 

BURDEN 

The Defense, as the movant, bears the burden by a preponderance of the evidence 

standard for factua l issues related to this motion. R.C.M. 905(c). 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

For the purposes of this motion , the United States stipulates to the defense·s facts unless otherwise 

noted. 

EVIDENCE 

The United States requests that the Court consider the charge sheet in support of this 

motion. 
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LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT 

The United States acknovvledges that, .. [W]hat is substantially one transaction should 

not be made the basis for an unreasonable multiplicatio n of charges against one person.'' Rule 

for Court-Mai1ial (R.C.M.) 307(c)(4). However, more than one transaction occurred here. The 

United States has g rouped the specifications by device rather than file o r download date, 

fulfilling its obligation to be reasonable and avoid .. piling on·· charges. See United States v. 

Quiroz, 55 M.J . 334,338 (C.A.A. F. 200 1); see also United States v. Foster, 40 M .J. 140, 144 

n.4 (C.M.A. 1994) overruled in part on other grounds, United States v. Miller, 67 M.J . 385 

(C.A.A.F. 2009). While the Quiroz factors will be elaborated on below, the Court need look no 

fu rther than the Forres tor case as on point to the matter before the court in this motion. United 

States v. Forrester, 76 M.J . 479 (C.A.A.F. 20 17). In that case, the accused had a laptop, 2 hard 

drives, and a Google account that each contained apparently similar depictions of child 

pornography. Id. at 486. There, the court held that the government could charge each as a separate 

specification based on each device that the materia l existed on. Id. Here, GM3 James has engaged 

in the same conduct, the only d ifference being there seem to be greater differences between the 

materia ls on each of GM3 James' devices; he used only a laptop. cell phone, and Dropbox vice 

laptop, two hard drives, and a Google account. Here, the United States has not separated out 

videos from the images, but has charged them altogether based solely on the device. 

The Forrester cou11 used Quiroz to guide its analysis and the analysis fo r this Cou11 is similar: 

1. Is each c harge and specification aimed at d istinctly separate criminal acts? 

2. Does the number of charges and specificatio ns misrepresent or exaggerate the 

accused ' s crimina li ty? 

3. Does the number of cha rges and spec ifi cations unfairl y increase the accused 's 

punitive exposure? 
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4. Is the re evidence of prosecutoria l overreaching or abuse in the drafting o f the 

charges? 

United States v. Anderson, 68 M.J. 378,386 (C.A.A.F. 20 10) (citing Quiro::, 55 M.J. at 338). 

I . Is each charge am/ specification aimed at distinctly separate criminal acts? 

Yes. The Uni ted States charged this case in a manner that complies with Forrester. Arg1.iably, the 

government could charge each fi le, video or image, depicting child pornography separately, or based 

on download date, but instead the government has consolidated the offenses, only charging based on 

each device or platform possessed by GM3 James. His possession of the laptop hard drive, the cell 

phone, and the Dropbox account, each containing child pornography, properly accounts for separate 

specificat ions. See Forrester, 76 M.J. at 486. Even with the assertions made by the defense, offered 

with no proof, Forrester sti ll allows the government to charge the way that it has. 

II. Does the number of charges and spec(fications misrepresent or exaggerate the 
accused 's criminality? 

No. As discussed above and in Forrester, the United States consolidated the charges to 

appropriately represent GM3 James· criminality. He downloaded/or transferred fil es onto three distinct 

platforms. Each ti me he did so was a distinct criminal act which increased the amount of child 

pornography in existence because it required the child pornography to be replicated and further 

dissiminated. 

III. Does the number of charges and !Jpec(ficatio11s unfairly increase the accused's 
punitive exposure? 

No. Given the accused's acti ons to accumulate chi ld pornography to such an extent on at least 

three devices, his punitive exposure should be more than someone who possessed child pornography 

fi les on only one device. GM3 James· exposure is not unreasonable. This is supported by Forrester. 
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IV. Is tit ere evidence ofprosecutorial overreacfting or abuse in tlte drafting of tfte 
charges? 

The defense's assertion of prosecutorial overreach in this case strains credulity given 

that the United States has charged this matter more conservatively than the charging scheme in 

Forrester. Here, the United States only charged by the device and did not separate by video 

and photographs like Forrester. Each fi le on any platform could suppo1t a s ingle spec ification 

itself. The prosecution in this case charged reasonably in compliance with the law, most 

explic ity expressed by CAAF in Forrester. 

CONCLUSION 

The United States requests that this Court deny the defense·s motion. 

Respectfully submitted this 24th day of August 202 1. 

Jacob E. Thayer 
Trial Counsel 
Lieutenant, U.S. Coast Guard 
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UNITED STATES 

v. 

Dylan C. James 
GM3 I E-4 
U.S. COAST GUARD 

COAST GUARD TRIAL JUDICIARY 
EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 

MOTION 

DEFENSE MOTION 
FOR APPROPRIATE RELIEF 

(Continuance) 

4 Oct 21 

Pursuant to Atticle 40, Uniform Code of Mil itary Justice (U.C.M.J.), 10 U.S.C. §840, and 

Rule for Courts-Martial 906(b )(1 ), the Defense moves this Coutt to continue trial on the merits in 

this case to a date no earlier than 9 December 21. A continuance is necessary to allow time for a 

psychosexual evaluation and expe1t testimony regarding the same. Without a continuance, GM3 

James would not receive the benefit of this specially negotiated provision in which the 

Convening Authority agreed to provide in his plea agreement. 

BURDEN 

The Defense, as the moving party, bears the burden of persuasion and the burden of proof 

on any factual issue the resolution of which is necessary to decide the motion by a preponderance 

of the evidence. R.C.M. 905( c ). 

FACTS 

I. Trial in this case is currently ordered for 12 October 21. 

2. The Convening Authority entered into a plea agreement with GM3 James on 13 September 

21. Encl. (A). 
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3. As part of the agreement, the Convening Authority agreed to fund a psychosexual evaluation 

of GM3 James and produce one doctor v ia video conferencing technology. Encl. (A), ~ 9(a). 

4. The psychologist provided by Walter Reed is not available to perfo1m the psychosexual 

examination until 20-21 October and then available to testify no earlier than 9 December. 

Encl. (B). 

5. This is the Defense' s first request for a continuance of trial in this case. 

LAW 

Article 40 of the U.C.M.J. provides that the "military judge ... may, for reasonable cause, 

grant a continuance to any party for such time, and as often, as may appear to be just." 10 U.S.C. 

§840. Consistent with that authori ty, the military judge is empowered to set the time for each 

session of a court-martia l, R.C.M. 801 (a)( I ), and is the only person who may grant a 

continuance. R.C.M. 906(b)(l ); see United States v. Knudson, 4 U.S.C.MA. 587 (1 954). 

Reasons for a continuance include, but are not limited to: " insuffic ient opportuni ty to prepare for 

tria l; unava ilability of an essentia l witness .. . and illness of an accused, counse l, military judge, or 

member." Discussion, R.C.M. 906(6)(1), U.S. Manual for Cou11s-Martia l (20 19 ed.). 

A military judge' s dec ision to deny a continuance request is reviewed for an abuse of 

discretion. Miller, 47 M.J. 352, 358 (C.A.A.F. 1997). The factors applied to whether the 

military judge has abused her discretion include: 

Surprise, nature of any evidence involved, timeliness of the request, 
substitute testimony or evidence, availability of witness or evidence 
requested, length of continuance, prejudice to opponent, moving party 
received prior continuances, good faith of moving party, use of reasonable 
diligence by moving party, possible impact on verdict, and prior notice. 

Id. (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). There is an abuse of discretion where the 

" reasons or rulings of the military judge are clearly untenable and deprive a party of a substantial 
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right such as to amount to a denial o f justice." United States v. Weisbeck, 50 M.J. 461 , 464 

(C.A.A.F. I 999) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). " Unreasonable and arbitrary 

insistence upon expeditiousness in the face of a justifiable request for delay is an abuse of 

discretion." United States v. Jacinto, _ M.J. _, No. 20-0359, 202 1 CAAF LEXIS 686 at *9 

(July 15, 202 1) (internal citations and quotation marks omitted). A reasonable request for a 

continuance "should ordinarily be granted." United States v. James, 14 U.S.C.M.A. 247, 249 

(1963) (citing United States v. Nichols, 2 U.S.C.M.A. 27, 36 (1952)). 

The C.A.A.F has a lso "warned judges to be cautious when denying a continuance which 

will deprive a party of essential evidence." United States v. Powell, 49 M.J. 220, 225 (C.A.A.F. 

1998) (citing United States v. Browers, 20 M.J. 356, 360 (C.M.A. 1985). Our highest appellate 

court has emphasized that "witnesses ... are not fungible." Id. (quoting United States v. Royster, 

42 M.J. 488, 490 (C.A.A.F. 1995). Where the military j udge "uncritically accept[ed] the 

prosecution 's representations about [a witness'] expected testimony," and rejected a 

contradictory proffer by defense counsel, refusing to grant a continuance to take testimony from 

the witness, the C.A.A.F. has found an abuse of discretion. Id. 

ARGUMENT 

a. Without a continuance, GM3 James would be deprived of an essentia l provision in his 
plea agreement. 

The Convening Authority has agreed to fund a psychosexual examination for GM3 James 

as part of the plea agreement. This is an essential provision of the agreement by GM3 James to 

plead guilty. If this guilty plea is not continued, GM3 James will be deprived of something the 

Convening Authority agreed to provide, and there is unlikely to be a meeting of the minds 

through the signed plea agreement if this provision is not caITied out. Despite Defense's best 
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efforts, the evaluation and testimony for a 12 October 2 1 guilty plea could not be arranged with 

government-employed experts in under 30 days notice. 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

The Defense moves the Cou11 to continue trial to no earlier than 9 December 2021. 

EVIDENCE AND HEARING 

In suppo11 of this motion, the Defense offers the following enclosed exhibits: 

Enclosure A: Plea Agreement 

Enclosure B: Dr.  Email of 29 Sep 21 

If this motion is opposed by the Government, and pursuant to R.C.M. 905(h), the Defense 

requests an A11icle 39(a) session to present oral argument and evidence. 

 
L. M. REDDrNG 
LT, JAGC, USN 
Defense Counsel 
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UNITED STATES 

V. 

DYLAN C. JAMES, 

GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 
UNITED ST A TES COAST GUARD 

EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

GOVERNMENT MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER 

6 October 2021 

GM3/E-4, U.S. COAST GUARD 

) 

) 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

) 

NATURE OF MOTION 

The Government requests that this Cow1 issue a protective order pursuant to R .C.M. 

70l(g)(2) restricting the Defense counsel ' s access to a certain piece of pending discovery. 

APPLICABLE LAW 

R.C.M. 70l(g)(2) provides a milita1y judge inherent authority to issue orders which 

restrict, regulate, or otherwise dictate the appropriate uses of discovery which is provided to the 

D efense. Protective orders commonly restrict the dissemination of sensitive materials and require 

further approval before counsel can share the info1mation outside of detailed members of the 

defense team. Protective orders also commonly mandate storage and control measures to prevent 

unintentional spillage and disclosure of sensitive information as well as mandate destruction 

requirements for the information after the official use of the information is finished. Another 

common but more restrictive protective order is one which only allows the Defense to inspect 

sensitive materials, but not be provided with copies of the materials. 

In addition to the authority within the Rules for Cou11s-Martial, 18 U.S.C. § 3509(d) also 

provides further support for this request. In federal cou11 prosecutions there is significant privacy 

protections for any identifying information relating to child victims. Section (d)(B)(iii) requires 
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the defendant and his attorney to keep all name identifying documents in a secure place and 

disclose their contents only to such persons that have a need to know. Section (d)(2) requires any 

documents which disclose child identifying information to be filed under seal. Finally, section 

(d)(3) requires that upon motions protective orders may be issued for any measures that may be 

necessary to protect the privacy of the child. 

REQUESTED RELIEF 

The Coast Guard Investigative Service recently obtained a fifty-seven (57) page 

document from the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) known as a 

"Child Identification Report." This repo11 identifies ce11ain image and video files which are 

"known series" files of child pornography. A "known series" is not simply a child pornography 

fil e which has been verified and which contains a known child victim. It is also not simply a file 

which has previously been confirmed as child pornography. Rather, a "known series" is when a 

child has been identified as a victim of intentional child sexual abuse trafficking and/or 

production of child pornography which took place over a period of time and resulted in the 

creation of numerous images and/or videos of child pornography. A "known series" also requires 

that the children have been found by law enforcement, interviewed by law enforcement and a 

resulting full investigation and adjudication has taken place. 

In the child identification rep011 in this case, NCMEC established that 1,342 image files 

and 120 video files possessed by GM3 James were pa11 of "known series" files of child 

pornography. 

The most significant part of the child identification report, for purposes of this motion, is 

that the child identification report provides the child 's designated point of contact, the case 
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investigator, the jurisdiction in which the crimes took place, and pe11inent contact information. 

For some known series, identifying information about the child victim(s) are provided. 

As such, the Government respectfully requests that the Court issue a protective order 

which restricts allows the Defense to inspect this repo11 in the Government's spaces but does not 

require the Government to provide copies to the Defense. 

ORAL ARGUMENT 

The Government does not request oral argument on this motion. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 LCP/4 t!So/ 
R.W. Canoy, USCG 
T1ial Counsel 
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REQUESTS



THERE ARE NO REQUESTS



NOTICES



THERE ARE NO NOTICES



COURT RULINGS & ORDERS



GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 

UNITED ST A TES 
V. 

RULfNG ON DEFENSE MOTION FOR 
A BILL OF PARTICULARS 

GM3 DYLAN C. JAMES 

U.S. Coast Guard 10Sep 2021 

RELIEF SOUGHT 

In accordance with Rule for Courts-Martial (R.C.M.) 906(b)(6), the Defense moved 
this Court to order the Government provide a Bill of Pa,ticulars for specification 4 of 
Charge I. AE V. The Government opposed. AE VI. An Article 39(a) session to hear 
argument on this motion was held on 30 August 202 1. 

ISSUE PRESENTED 

Is a Bill of Particulars required fo r specification 4 of the Charge? 

FINDINGS OFF ACT 

1n reaching its findings of fact and conclusions of law, the Couit considered all legal 
and competent evidence presented and the reasonable inferences drawn therefrom, and 
resolved all issues of credibili ty. 

I . The accused, GM3 Dylan James, USCG is accused of possession and distribution of 
child pornography in violation of A1t icle 134, UCMJ. 

2. Specification 4 of the Charge states, " In that Gunner· s Mate Third Class Dylan 
James,  did, on active duty, at or near Portsmouth, Virginia, on 
divers occasions from or (sic) about January 2018 until on or about July 2020 knowingly 
and wrongfully distribute child pornography, to wit: digital pictures and videos of minors 
engaging in sexually explicit conduct, and that said conduct was of a nature to bring 
discredit upon the armed forces." 

3. On 15 July 2020, the accused consented to pa,ticipate in a polygraph examination 
with the Coast Guard Investigative Service (CGIS). During the pre-polygraph interview, 
the accused admitted to the polygraph examiner that between 2018 and 2020 he shared 
images and videos containing child pornography on 20 to 30 different occasions. The 
accused stated a reason for doing so was to prove to other online participants that he was 
not a member of law enforcement. 

4. The Government has provided discovery, in the fonn of the audio recording of the 
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accused ' s polygraph interview, to the Defense. 

Further/acts necessary/or an appropriate ruling are contained within the Analysis 
section . 

PRINCIPLES OF LAW 

Pursuant to RULE FOR COURT-MARTIAL (R.C.M.) 307, a specification is sufficient if it 
alleges every element of the charged offense expressly or by necessary implication. 
Regardless, under R.C.M. 906(b)(6), the defense may request a Bill of Particulars "to 
inform the accused of the nature of the charge with sufficient precision to enable to 
accused to prepare for trial, to avoid or minimize the danger of surprise at the time of 
trial, and to enable to accused to plead the acquittal or conviction in bar of another 
prosecution." Discussion. However, a Bill of Particulars "should not be used to conduct 
discovery of the [g]overnment's theory of the case, to force a detailed disclosure of acts 
underlying a charge, or to restrict the [g]overnment's proof at trial." Id. The decision to 
order a Bill of Particulars is within the discretion of the military judge. United States v. 
Williams, 40 MJ 379, fn 4 (C.A.A.F. 1994). 

The Govenm1ent is not required to allege a specific date of an offense unless it is an 
essential element of the crime. United States v. Williams, 40 M.J. 379, 381 (C.M.A. 
l 994)(citing Ledbetter v. United States, 170 U.S. 606 (1898)). When the Government 
utilizes the term "on or about" in pleadings, the Government is not required to prove the 
exact date so long as a date reasonably near is established. United States v. Hunt, 37 M.J. 
344,347 (C.M.A. 1993). 

ANALYSIS 

The Court concludes that the specification expressly alleges every element of the 
charged offense as required by R.C.M. 307. It provides notice of the place, time and 
substance of the activity to which the Govenm1ent believes the accused distributed child 
pornography. The specification adequately informs the accused of the nature of the 
charge with sufficient precision to enable the accused to prepare for trial, to avoid 
surprise at the time of trial, and to enable him to plead the acquittal or conviction in bard 
of jeopardy. Additionally, the audio recording of the accused' s statements should 
provide additional notice to the accused in preparing for his defense. 

Here, the Government has charged what could notionally be charged as various 
offenses (20-30 instances of distribution) into one charge as "divers occasions" within a 
reasonable timeframe based on the accused' s statements to CGIS. Requiring add itional 
notice regarding acts underlying the charge would accomplish nothing more than impose 
the type of inappropriate discove1y and proof limitations warned against in the 
Discussion of R.C.M. 906(b)(6). 
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CONCLUSION OF LAW 

A Bill of Particulars is not required for specification 4 of the Charge. 

RULING 

The Defense motion is DENIED, consistent with the above conclusions of law. 

Paul R. Casey 
Commander, U.S. Coast Guard 
Military Judge 
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GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL 
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 

UNITED ST ATES 
V. 

GM3 DYLAN C. JAMES 

RULING ON DEFENSE MOTION FOR 
APPROPRIATE RELIEF: REQUEST TO 
MERGE SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
UNREASONABLE MULTIPLICATION 
OF CHARGES 

U.S. Coast Guard 

10Sep2021 

RELIEF SOUGHT 

In accordance with Rule for Cou1ts-Martial (R.C.M.) 906(b)( l 2), the Defense moved 
this Court to merge specifications l -3 of the Charge into one specifications for both 
findings and sentencing. AE XVII. The Government opposed. AE XVIII. An Alticle 
39(a) session to hear argument on this motion was held on 30 August 202 1. 

ISSUE PRESENTED 

Do specifications 1-3 of the Charge constitute an umeasonable multiplication of 
charges? 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

In reaching its findings of fact and conclusions of law, the Court considered all legal 
and competent evidence presented and the reasonable inferences drawn therefrom, and 
resolved all issues of credibility. 

I. The accused, GM3 Dylan James, USCG is accused of possession and distribution of 
child pornography in violation of A1ticle 134, UCMJ. 

2. Specification 1 of the Charge alleges that the accused possessed various images of 
videos of child pornography on a Western Digital hard drive on or about July 2020 at or 
near Portsmouth, Virginia. 

3. Specification 2 of the Charge alleges that the accused possessed various images and 
videos of child pornography on a Samsung Galaxy Note 9 cellular phone on or about July 
2020 at or near Portsmouth, Virginia. 

4. Specification 3 of the Charge alleges that the accused possessed various images and 
videos of child pornography on his online Dropbox account on or about July 2020 at or 
near Portsmouth, Virginia. 
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5. In specifications 1-3 of the charge, the Government alleges the accused possessed 
different images of child pornography in the hard drive, cellular phone, and Dropbox 
account. 

Further.facts necessa,y .for an appropriate ruling are contained within the Analysis 
section. 

PRINCIPLES OF LAW 

The Cou11 of Appeals for the A1111ed Forces, in United States v. Quiroz, 55 M.J. 
334 (C.A.A.F. 2001 ), gave a five-part test to use when evaluating claims of unreasonable 
multiplication of charges: (I) Did the accused object at trial that there was an 
unreasonable multiplication of charges and/or specifications?; (2) Is each charge and 
specification aimed at distinctly separate criminal acts?; (3) Does the number of charges 
and specifications misrepresent or exaggerate the [accused 's] criminality?; (4) Does the 
number of charges and specifications unfairly increase the [accused's] punitive exposure; 
and 5) Is there any evidence of prosecutorial overreaching or abuse in the drafting of the 
charges? Id. at 338. 

The Cou11 of Appeals for the Armed Forces has held that alleging possession of 
child pornography in separate devices does not constitute an unreasonable multiplication 
of charges nor did it violate the Double Jeopardy clause of the Fifth Amendment. United 
States v. Forrester, 76 M.J. 479 (C.A.A.F. 2017). 

ANALYSIS 

Did the Accused Object at Trial? 

By nature of their motion, the Defense has raised a valid objection. This factor favors 
the Defense. 

Is Each Charge and Specification Aimed at Distinctly Separate Acts? 

Here, it is evident that each specification is aimed at distinctly separate acts. The 
Government has alleged that the accused possessed a myriad of different images of child 
pornography on three separate devices. This charging scheme has been expressly 
adopted by the Court of Appeals as distinct and separate acts. See Forrester, 76 M.J. at 
486; United States v. Campbell, 66 M.J. 578, 583 (C.A.A.F. 2009). Each time the 
accused downloaded and saved the different images of child pornography to each device 
he completed the actus reus each time he saved the images to each respective device. As 
such, the Cou11 finds each specification is aimed at distinctly separate acts. 

Does the Number of Charges and Specifications Misrepresent or Exaggerate the 
Accused ' s Criminality? 

The number of specifications does not misrepresent or exaggerate the accused 's 
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criminality. Each specification is aimed at distinct acts that the Government has 
submitted suppo11ing evidence to demonstrate a good-faith basis for bringing each 
specification to trial. As such, this factor favors the Government. 

Does the Number of Charges and Specifications Unfairly Increase the Accused's Punitive 
Exposure? 

The Cout1 finds that the number of specifications do not unfairly increase the 
accused 's punitive exposure. There is no doubt that each specification increases the 
accused ' s punitive exposure (10 years max confinement for each specification). 
However, as alleged in the pleadings, the accused possessed various, distinct, images of 
child pornography in three separate devices, therefore the three specifications do not 
exaggerate his criminality. 

Is There Any Evidence of Prosecutorial Overreaching or Abuse in the Drafting of 
Charges? 

The Court finds there is no evidence of prosecutorial ovetTeach or abuse in 
drafting of the specifications. The Government has taken a reasoned approach, based on 
case law, in charging this case. 

As a result, weighing the Quiroz factors together, the CoUI1 finds no unreasonable 
multiplication of charges. 

CONCLUSION OF LAW 

Specifications 1-3 do not constitute an unreasonable multiplication of charges. 

RULING 

The Defense motion is DENIED, consistent with the above conclusions of law. 

The Defense may revisit this issue at two subsequent points in trial: ( 1) after the 
evidence is in and before the Cout1 deliberates on findings (instructions phase); and (2) 
after findings are announced but before sentencing. 

au . asey 
Commander, U.S. Coast Guard 
Militaty Judge 
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STATEMENT OF TRIAL RESULTS



STATEMENT OF TRIAL RESULTS 

SECTION A -ADMINISTRATIVE 

1. NAME OF ACCUSED (last, first, Ml) 2. BRANCH 3. PAYGRADE 4. DoD ID NUMBER 

IJames, Dylan, C. I I Coast Guard I IE-4 11 I 
5. CONVENING COMMAND 6. TYPE OF COURT-MARTIAL 7. COMPOSITION 8. DATE SENTENCE ADJUDGED 

lcoast Guard Atlantic Area I IGeneral I !Judge Alone- MJA16 I IMar 1, 2022 I 
SECTION B • FINDINGS 

SEE FINDINGS PAGE 

SECTION C • TOTAL ADJUDGED SENTENCE 

9. DISCHARGE OR DISMISSAL 10. CONFINEMENT 11. FORFEITURES 12. FINES 13. FINE PENAL TY 

!Dishonorable discharge 116 years I !Total I IN/A I IN/A I 
14. REDUCTION 15. DEATH 16. REPRIMAND 17. HARD LABOR 18. RESTRICTION 19. HARD LABOR PERIOD 

IE-1 I Yes r No (i Yes(' No (i Yes (' No (i Yes (' No (i IN/A I 
20. PERIOD AND LIMITS OF RESTRICTION 

IN/A I 

SECTION D - CONFINEMENT CREDIT 

21. DAYS OF PRETRIAL CONFINEMENT CREDIT 22. DAYS OF JUDICIALLY ORDERED CREDIT 23. TOTAL DAYS OF CREDIT 

I 84 11 0 11 
SECTION E • PLEA AGREEMENT OR PRE-TRIAL AGREEMENT 

24. LIMITATIONS ON PUNISHMENT CONTAINED IN THE PLEA AGREEMENT OR PRE-TRIAL AGREEMENT 

I see Plea Agreement. 

SECTION F - SUSPENSION OR CLEMENCY RECOMMENDATION 

25. DID THE MILITARY JUDGE 26. PORTION TO WHICH IT APPLIES 
RECOMMEND SUSPENSION OF THE Yes (' No r. I SENTENCE OR CLEMENCY? 

28. FACTS SUPPORTING THE SUSPENSION OR CLEMENCY RECOMMENDATION 

I ' I, 
SECTION G - NOTIFICATIONS 

29. Is sex offender registration required in accordance with appendix 4 to enclosure 2 of DoDI 1325.07? 

30. Is DNA collection and submission required In accordance with 10 U.S.C. § 1565 and DoDI 5505.14? 

31. Did this case involve a crime of domestic violence as defined in enclosure 2 of DoDI 6400.06? 

32. Does this case trigger a firearm possession prohibition in accordance with 18 U.S.C. § 922? 

SECTION H • NOTES AND SIGNATURE 

33. NAME OF JUDGE (last, first, Ml) 34. BRANCH 35. PAYGRADE 36. DATE SIGNED 

IFowles,Ted, R. I I Coast Guard I lo-6 I IMar I, 2022 

37.NOTES I 
January 2020 PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE 

84 days I 

I 

27. RECOMMENDED DURATION 

11 I 

I 

Yes (i No r 
Yes r No (i 

Yes (i No r 
Yes (i No r 

38. JUDGE'S SIGNATURE 

I FQ WLES T Digitally signed by 
• FOWLES.TED.R

ED.R.
Date: 2022.03.01 
17:21:20-05'00' 
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STATEMENT OF TRIAL RESULTS - FINDINGS 

SECTION I - LIST OF FINDINGS 

ORDER OR 
CHARGE ARTICLE SPECIFICATION PLEA FINDING REGULATION 

VIOLATED 

134 Specification l : !Guilty I !Guilty I 
Charge I Offense description I child pornography: possessing or receiving or viewing 

Specification 2: !Guilty J JGuilty I 
Offense description I child pornography: possessing or receiving or viewing 
----------

!Guilty 

... 

riGuilty ··r· Specification 3: 

Offense description !child pornography: possessing or receiving or viewing 
------ ---------- r-·--Specification 4: I Guilty J IGuilty 

Offense description J Child pornography: distribution 

January 2020 PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE 

LIO OR INCHOATE 
OFFENSE ARTICLE 

DIBRS 

134 
I 

Non~ I 
---- . 

I None I 

I 
None I 

----------------

I None I 
I 
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MILITARY JUDGE ALONE SEGMENTED SENTENCE 

SECTION J - SENTENCING 

CHARGE I SPECIFICATION I CONFINEMENT I CONCURRENT WITH I 
Charge I Specification I: 5 years all others 

Specification 2: 4 years all others 

Specification 3: 5 years all others 

Specification 4: 6years all others 

January 2020 PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE 

CONSECUTIVE WITH I FINE 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA 
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CONVENING AUTHORITY'S ACTIONS



POST-TRIAL ACTION 
SECTION A - STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE REVIEW 

I . NAME OF ACCUSED (LAST, FIRST, MT) 2. PAYGRADE/RANK 3. DoD JD NUMBER 
IJAMES, DYLAN, C. I IE4 1 I 
4. UNIT OR ORGANJZA TION 5. CURRENT ENLISTMENT 6. TERM 

icoAST GUARD ATLANTIC AREA 1131 JAN 2017 114 Years I 
7. CONVENING AUTHORITY 8. COURT-

9. COMPOSITION 
I 0. DA TE SENTENCE 

(UNIT/ORGANJZA TION) MARTIAL TYPE ADJUDGED 

I LANT AREA I I General I !Judge Alone I I01-Mar-2022 
I 

Post-Trial Matters to Consider 

11. Has the accused made a request for deferment of reduction in grade? (' Yes teNo 

12. Has the accused made a request for deferment of confinement? (' Yes teNo 

13. Has the accused made a request for deferment of adjudged forfeitures? (' Yes (e No 

14. Has the accused made a request for deferment of automatic forfeitures? (' Yes r-No 

15. Has the accused made a request for waiver of automatic forfeitures? (' Yes re No 

16. Has the accused submitted necessary information for transferring forfeitures for 
(' Yes teNo benefit of dependents? 

17. Has the accused submitted matters for convening authority's review? (e Yes (' No 

18. Has the victim(s) submitted matters for convening authority's review? (' Yes teNo 

19. Has the accused submitted any rebuttal matters? (' Yes teNo 

20. Has the mi litary judge made a suspension or clemency recommendation? (' Yes r-No 

21 . Has the trial counsel made a recommendation to suspend any part of the sentence? (' Yes teNo 
22. Did the court-martial sentence the accused to a reprimand issued by the conven ing (' Yes teNo 
authoritv? 

23. Summary of Clemency/Deferment Requested by Accused and/or Crime Victim, if appl icable. 

Accused requested the Convening Authority set aside three years of t he adjudged confinement. The accused requested an addit ional 
one week to submit the above matters IAW RCM 1106 that was approved on 9 March 2022. 

24. Convening Authority Name/Title 25. SJA Name 

VADM Steven D. Poulin CAPT
Commander, CG Atlantic Area Staff Judge Advocate 

26. SJA signatu~ 27. Date 

I 2l-( ~Al.C.l-1 Zt:,2.1- I 
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SECTION B - CONVENING AUTHORITY ACTION 

28. Having reviewed all matters submitted by the accused and the victim(s) pursuant to R.C.M. 1106/ 1106A, and 
after being advised by the staff judge advocate or legal officer, I take the following action in this case: [If deferring 
or waiving any punishment, indicate the date the deferment/waiver will end. Attach signed reprimand if applicable. 
Indicate what action, if any, taken on suspension recommendation(s) or clemency recommendations from the judge.] 

No actions of findings or sentence. Sentence is approved as adjudged. 

29. Convening authority's written exp lanation of the reasons for taking action on offenses with mandatory minimum 
punishments or offenses for which the maximum sentence to confinement that may be adjudged exceeds two years, 
or offenses where the adjudged sentence includes a punitive discharge (Dismissal, DD, BCD) or confinement for 
more than six months, or a violation of Art. 120(a) or 120(b) or 120b: 

N/A 

3 1. Date 

1 1 

2 Z-

32. Date convening authority action was forwarded to PTPD or Review Shop. I 

Convening Authority's Action and Entry of Judgment - JAMES, DYLAN, C. 
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ENTRY OF JUDGMENT



SECTION C - ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 
**MUST be signed by the Military Judge (or Circuit Military Judge) within 20 days of receipt** 

33. Findings of each charge and specification referred to trial. [Summary of each charge and specification 
(include at a minimum the gravamen of the offense), the plea of the accused, the findings or other disposition 
accounting for any exceptions and substitutions, any modifications made by the convening authority or any post
trial ruling, order, or other determination by the military judge. R.C.M. I I l l(b)(l)] 

Charge: Violation of the UCMJ, Article 134 
Specification 1: Child pornography: possessing or receiving or viewing 

Plea: Guilty 
Finding: Guilty 

Specification 2: Child pornography: possessing or receiving or viewing 
Plea: Guilty 
Finding: Guilty 

Specification 3: Child pornography: possessing or receiving or viewing 
Plea: Guilty 
Finding: Guilty 

Specification 4: Child pornography: distribution 
Plea: Guilty 
Finding: Guilty 

Convening Authority's Action and Entry of Judgment - JAMES, DYLAN, C. 
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34. Sentence to be Entered. Account for any modifications made by reason of any post-trial action by the 
convening authority (including any action taken based on a suspension recommendation), confinement credit, or any 
post-trial rule, order, or other determination by the military judge. R.C.M. 111 l(b)(2). If the sentence was 
determined by a military judge, ensure confinement and fines are segmented as well as if a sentence shall run 
concurrently or consecutively. 

Dishonorable discharge; 
Reduction to pay grade E-1; 
Total forfeiture of pay; and 
Confinement: 
Specification 1: 5 years concurrent with all others 
Specification 2: 4 years concurrent with all others 
Specification 3: 5 years concurrent with all others 
Specification 4: 6 years concurrent with all others 

Confinement Credit: 84 days 

35. Deferment and Waiver. Include the nature of the request, the CA's Action, the effective date of the deferment, 
and date the deferment ended. For waivers, include the effective date and the length of the waiver. RCM 1111 (b)(3) 
N/A 

36. Action convening authority took on any suspension recommendation from the military judge: 
N/A 

Convening Authority's Action and Entry of Judgment - JAMES, DYLAN, C. 
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37. Judge's signature: 38. Date judgment entered: 

39. In acc~dance with RCM t t l l(c)(l), the military judge who entered ajudgment may modify the judgment to 
correct computational or clerical errors within 14 days after the judgment was initially entered. Include any 
modifications here and resign the Entry of Judgment. 

1

40. Judge's signature: I 

1

41. Date judgment entered: I 

42. Return completed copy of the judgment to the Post-Trial Department/Review Shop for distribution to the defense 
counsel and/or accused as well as the victim and/or victims' legal counsel. 

Convening Authority's Action and Entry of Judgment - JAMES, DYLAN, C. 
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CONTINUATION SHEET - CA'S ACTION AND ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 

34. Sentenced (Continued) 
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~ 

CONTINUATION SHEET - CA'S ACTION AND ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 

33. Findings (Continued) 
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CONTINUATION SHEET - CA'S ACTION AND ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 

28. CA's Action - Continued 
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CONTINUATION SHEET - CA'S ACTION AND ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 

23. Notes (Continued) 
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APPELLATE INFORMATION 



THERE IS NO APPELLATE 
INFORMATION AT THIS TIME



REMAND 



THERE WERE NO REMANDS 



NOTICE OF COMPLETION OF APPELLATE REVIEW (NOCAR)
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